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Mags was an orphan and slave of “bad blood” who toiled a gem mine all his young life. He would
have died before adulthood, had he not been Chosen and taken to Haven to be trained in the
new Herald Collegium.Now, Mags was never hungry and never cold. He slept in a real bed in his
own room and, most importantly, he had Dallen, who was like another part of himself. And yet,
aside from Lena and Bear, both loners like he was, he couldn’t relate to most of the Herald,
Healer, or Bard trainees. He was the only trainee who came from what—to the others—was
unimaginable poverty. There was another factor that contributed to Mag’s isolation. Foreign
assassins, masquerading at court as envoys were discovered. As they fled from the Guard, one
of them seemed to “recognize” Mags. Now, Mags was an object of suspicion.He had always
been curious about his parents, but after the incident it became urgent for Mags to discover
exactly who his parents were. And at Haven, he had access to the extensive Archives. Poring
through the Archives, he got only incomplete information: his parents, found dead in a bandit
camp, had been two of a number of hostages, some of whom had survived. The survivors had
told the Guard that Mags’s parents spoke a language that no one understood or recognized.This
information did not help, for the ForeSeers had been having visions of the king’s assassination
by “one of the foreign blood.” Some had even Seen Mags with blood on his hands. How could
Mags defend himself against a crime that hadn’t yet been committed?

About the AuthorMercedes Lackey is the author of the Valdemar series, including Take a Thief
and Exile's Honor. She is the coauthor, with Andre Norton, of the Halfblood Chronicles, including
Elvenborn. Some of her other novels include The Gates of Sleep, Sacred Ground, The Firebird,
The Black Swan, and The Serpent's Shadow. She lives in Oklahoma.
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of his hand against the blue-painted wood of the stable door, and it banged open, whacking into
the frame as Mags hurried through it. The noise echoed through the stable, startling the
Companions that were huddled together in the aisle nearest the door into backing up a pace or
two. Brick walls didn’t do much to deaden sound. The chill wind that followed him through
chased down his neck as the last icy grasp of winter clawed at him. Behind him, a few stubborn
patches of granular snow lingered at the bases of trees and under bushes, but most of the
ground was bare, which was a welcome relief after a winter season that seemed as if it would
never end. The huge blizzard that had virtually closed down Haven, Palace and all, had been
followed by snowfall after snowfall until Mags began to wonder if spring was ever coming.Then,



finally, the snow stopped, and began to melt. And now the weather was changing, but winter was
definitely not going quietly. Occasionally a frigid wind showed that it wasn’t quite done yet.Mags
pushed the door closed, leaning into it as the wind whistled around the edges, before the spring
latch dropped into place with a snick. He took a long deep breath of the comforting smell of the
Companions’ stable; clean straw, clean “horse,” a hint of damp wool, another hint of woodsmoke.
If “home” had a scent, this was it.All of the pristine white “horses” in the building looked in his
direction for a moment before going back to whatever it was they had been doing. For a moment,
Mags was the focus of a sea of blue eyes.The largest stallion in the building, who had
presumably been chatting with two other Companions in the middle of the aisle between the
stalls, gave him a long look down his aristocratic nose that Mags read as disapproving.Bad
manners to interrupt. Just Not Done. Besides, You Let The Cold Wind In. Also Not Done. Hmph.
It wasn’t in Mindspeech, but it might just as well have been. The stallion’s ears were slightly laid
back and he swished his tail in irritation.“Sorry, Rolan,” Mags said quickly, ducking his head as
the King’s Own Companion continued to give him the Stern Look of the Elder. He strolled under
the watchful gaze down to the end stall near the door to his own small room and came face to
face with his own Companion, Dallen. Horses—or Companions—couldn’t grin, but he sensed
more than a little amusement from his bondmate.:Don’t worry about Rolan; he likes to think that
he stands in one place and the universe revolves around him,: Dallen said. Dallen’s blue eyes
shone with amusement, and while one ear twitched in Mags’ direction, the other pointed back
toward Rolan.A snort from the other side of the stable told Mags that Dallen hadn’t bothered to
keep that little comment “quiet.” Rather than Mindspeaking directly to Mags, Dallen had
communicated it openly so that every Companion in the stable could hear it. Mags grinned.
There were times when Dallen’s cheekiness didn’t just border on impudence, it jumped right into
the middle of impudence and splashed it all around.:Rolan’s just being prickly. People have been
banging through that door all day; and of course they let the freezing cold draft in every single
time it starts to get a little warmer.: Dallen reached over his shoulder and tugged his blue-and-
white blanket a little higher on his shoulders with his teeth. :This is why I am sporting my natty
little rug, here. Of course some people don’t want to wear their blankets because they can’t show
off their muscles, so when a draft roars in, they are the first to complain.:There were whickers
from all over the stable at that one. And another, louder snort. Mags smothered a giggle with
both hands.:THANK YOU FOR YOUR AMUSING OBSERVATIONS, DALLEN, : came a very
loud, ringing mind-voice, one that was probably heard all the way down to the edge of
Haven. :I’LL BE SURE TO RECOMMEND YOU FOR COURT JESTER.:Now there were
whickers from virtually every stall. Including from Dallan, who had no problem poking fun at
himself. Dallen tossed his head and somehow managed for just a moment to cross his ankles
and his eyes, inducing more giggles from Mags.:Until this weather breaks, when I don’t need to
be out with you I’m staying right here in my stall hugging the hay—it shields me a little from the
blast of cold air each time someone comes in,: Dallen continued complacently, as King’s Own
Companion Rolan went back to whatever important thing he had been discussing. :But I am well



known as a lazy lout.:“Not lazy,” Mags replied, getting a brush to get whatever invisible bits of dirt
and hay might be caught up in his Companion’s shining mane and tail. “Just practical. If I didn’
have to go back and forth t’ classes, I’d hole up in m’ room an’ not move till it got true-warm.” He
sighed a little. “Been so long since I seen a warm sun, I’m beginnin’ t’ disbelieve in it! Don’
wonder that Rolan’s tetchy.”Dallen nodded vigorously. :Oh I heartily agree with you. All those
days of dark cloud and endless snow made people depressed and edgy, and now I think maybe
some of us are losing our patience as well. It’s hard to be cooped up in here, knowing that Spring
is taking its time in getting here properly.: The stallion stretched, arcing his neck so that Mags
could get at all the itchy spots with the brush as he did so. :I’m not the only one wanting a nice
walk out on a lazy hot day with the sun blazing down. Too bad that won’t happen for at least a
couple of moons yet. And when I think about how it feels to have a good roll in long grass, and a
gallop on a warm summer night—bah, I start to feel out of sorts too. Especially when I think
about those gallops on summer nights, because I do look so splendid by moonlight!:Mags had
to smile at that, and his mood lifted. He leaned into Dallen’s neck and continued to brush, letting
the motion soothe them both. It had been another slightly edgy day for him, and maybe Dallen
was right about people being out of sorts because they were cooped up. He couldn’t understand
why—well, he couldn’t until he thought about it from the point of view of the other Trainees. Most
of them thought being “forced” to stay warm and indoors was a trial, and not a hitherto
unimaginable luxury . . . actually he was probably the only one who felt that every day was spent
in luxury.Eh, not quite. There’s a couple from sheep-country. An’ a couple farmers. An’ that gal
whose da is a blacksmith . . .Still, he was the only Trainee who came from what—to the others—
was unimaginable poverty. The vast majority of the Trainees came from the highborn families, or
at the very least, the prosperous. Even the poorest shepherd was appalled when he heard about
the conditions Mags and the other younglings with him had endured.People were always
complaining about something—the food, the work, the beds, the uniforms didn’t fit, their rooms
were too hot or too cold, or so-and-so was too hard a teacher. Sometimes he wondered if they
just made things up to complain about.Whereas . . . he was grateful to wake up in any kind of
bed at all. Doubly grateful that it was a warm bed in a warm room, a clean warm bed on top of all
of that.For most of his life, his bed had been filthy straw in a hole under the barn floor, and a
blanket more holes than cloth, a bed he shared with a dozen other slave-children. It had never
been warm, even in the heat of summer. It had never been clean.He had never been clean, not
even when they were all given the rare good meal and apparent good treatment on the occasion
of a show visit to satisfy those who were supposed to ensure their well-being. Baths? Never
heard of them. The only time dirt got washed off was by accident, as he worked the sluices,
washing the gravel from the mine for tiny bits of gemstone.Having a warm, soft bed—that was
obvious, of course anyone would like that. But following his rescue and subsequent “civilizing,”
he had quickly discovered he liked being clean. And after that first bath it had just gotten better,
although initially the experience had terrified him.To put on clean clothing that wasn’t rags, eat
good food that filled you up—it was, by the standards he had grown up with, the stuff of which



dreams were made. No, not even dreams. When he’d been a slave, he hadn’t even known that
such things were possible, so how could he have dreamed about them?Dallen was the reason
all this had happened to him. Dallen had Chosen him, Dallen had come for him, and when the
Companion couldn’t get him away from the man that had kept him and the others in terrible
slavery, Dallen had fetched help in the form of another Herald—Jakyr.Of course, at the time,
Mags had been as terrified of the Herald as he was of his master, though in a way that had been
good, because his fear had kept him too paralyzed to move or run until Dallen got him sorted
out.Then, oh how his life had changed!Becoming a Trainee had changed his life so dramatically
that he sometimes thought he had become an entirely different person.Take the food. No more
thin cabbage soup and bread that was mostly chaff, or even sawdust. No more digging into
garbage pits and the pig-slop for food that was too spoiled for the people living in the “big
house.” As a mine-slavey, his highest ambition had been to hit a richer vein of “sparklies” to earn
himself one more tiny piece of bread than anyone else had.And the living conditions. No more
sleeping in a pit on rotting straw in a heap of other dirty children. Or trying to keep warm with only
a thin blanket and the body heat of the rest. Or wrapping his feet in straw and rags because you
hadn’t ever put a pair of shoes on your feet. No more chilblains. The Trainees here, at least so
far, didn’t even know what a chilblain was!And no more spending virtually every waking hour on
his belly in a mine shaft, chipping out gemstones by hand, penalized by having some of his food
withheld when the “take” wasn’t good enough—as if he had any control over what the rock
yielded to him!That was the biggest change of all, at least, on the inside of him. Now he was
using his head for thinking and learning all the time. His world had gone from the confines of the
mine and yard to—well—a whole world. His days were spent doing things that were difficult but
rewarding, and there was no punishment meted out if he wasn’t good at them. Instead of
punishment, he got help.Unbelievable.No, the others had no idea how good they had things
here.And to be honest, he didn’t want them to know, the way he knew. No one should have to
live like that.But the differences between his life and theirs still made the adjustment hard for him
in ways he suspected no one really understood. He didn’t even understand it, except that he was
always in a state of vague discomfort except when he was alone with Dallen. He felt like a kitten
being raised by chickens. It was obvious that no one here reacted the way he did to things, and
everyone here knew from their own experience how people were supposed to treat each
other.He hadn’t been raised like a human being, he’d been raised like—no, worse than—an
animal. He knew how to read and write, because it was the law, and the owners of the mine he’d
worked at grudgingly made sure the children learned that much, but he didn’t really know how to
conduct himself among people who had what he now knew were “normal” lives.He stumbled
and fell in so many situations that required an understanding of how people were supposed to
be. That got him in trouble—or at least, garnered him odd looks—so many times in a day that he
didn’t bother to keep track. He was never quite sure of exactly what it was he had done or said
when he violated some code or guideline for behavior that others just took for granted. At least,
not until after the fact when Dallen would explain it to him.And no matter what he did, how much



he learned about behaving like other people did, simply because he was so grateful for the
smallest of things—and so completely unused to them—he often had the feeling he was never
going to fit in.He’d been a Trainee for months now, and he still felt as if he was running in a race
in which he would never catch up. That no matter how hard he tried, everyone else was always
going to be smarter, faster, stronger than he ever would be. It went without saying that everyone,
from the lowest servant to the highest in the land, was used to simply having more things than he
did. The most that one of the mine children could claim was a ragged scrap of a blanket, and
then only if someone bigger didn’t take it. The idea that he actually owned things was sometimes
preposterous to him. Under it all was a fear he could never quite shake, that someone would find
him out and it would all be taken away from him. That fear had faded over the months, but it was
still there, an undercurrent to everything.:You know, all I can do is to keep telling you is that you
do belong here, I Chose correctly, and no one is ever going to send you away,: Dallen said,
breathing warm hay-scented breath into his hair affectionately. :Eventually I’ll wear all that away,
like water wearing away a rock.:Mags sighed, and patted Dallen’s neck. Even Dallen didn’t quite
understand it. He couldn’t help it. This was the way he had lived forever and ever, and . . . maybe
the rock was just too hard to wear away.And then there was . . . well, his position here. Most of
the people around him, his fellow Trainees in particular, were used to a lot of deference from
those of lesser rank, and of course, most folk outside the Collegium were of lesser rank. They
were self-assured, they expected that people would speak to them respectfully. He was in the
habit of expecting as many blows as words, and no one, ever, had spoken to him with respect
until he had put on Grays.The Trainees were used to treating each other with a casualness that
came hard to him, while he had to battle to keep from giving them the same deference the
servants gave them. That, of course, was viewed as “sucking up.”And last of all, he truly admired
the Heralds, and many of the older Trainees. He really wanted them to know that. They had
earned his admiration. Hellfires, the Heralds had saved him and all the younglings at that mine!
Life was short there at the best of times . . . at the worst, well “accidents” had happened to the
youngsters who got the least little bit rebellious. There were always more unwanted orphans to
replace them.Manners, deference, knowing how to act around other people, all these things
were absolutely alien to your thinking when you had grown up fighting over kitchen scraps, and
sucking up was a way to keep from getting beaten. There had been plenty of times at the mine
when he would happily have done almost any degrading thing in order to get just a little more
food, or a blanket that was a tiny bit larger. Anything. So how could he relate to people who
thought he was trying to curry favor when he was only thinking how much he appreciated being
here?But there was one thing he could always count on. Somehow Dallen always managed to
make him feel better, no matter what happened, no matter what faux pas he managed to
commit.And the moments when he was sure he would never, ever go into Whites were getting
fewer. Most of the time he thought he was actually getting close to acting like everyone else,
even if he didn’t actually feel like everyone else.:Just keep on acting. Pretend long enough that
you belong, and eventually even you will believe it.: Dallan nudged him with his nose. :You might



also think about that spot right under my chin . . . :He grinned a little, and gently ran the bristles of
the brush along his Companion’s chin. Having Dallen as a comforting and persistent presence in
the back of his mind kept him steady. It was only when the invisible pressure got too much that
he needed to physically come to Dallen for relief.Just now, the trigger that had sent him here had
been a brush of a resentful thought that he was somehow trying to become the teacher’s pet,
when in fact all he was doing was trying to stay even with everyone else in class. He couldn’t
help it. He was grateful to the teacher for taking the extra time to explain. Why was saying so
wrong?“You allus make me feel good,” he murmured to Dallen’s shoulder. “I dunno why you don’
get tired of me.”:I’ll forgive you if you actually hand over that apple pie that you promised,: said
Dallen, nosing at Mags’ pocket urgently. :You know pocket pies are far and away best when still
warm, and you said you’d bring an extra from lunch.:Happy to have something to take him away
from thoughts that were always uncomfortable, Mags reached into his pocket and pulled out the
two small rectangular pastries—a special treat for the colder day from the kitchen staff. They
were a handy way to take the dessert out of the dining hall and eat it later, they kept your hands
warm, and the students always appreciated them. It took a little more effort to make the
individual pies, but then again, the dining hall tended to clear that much faster if the food was
taken out. That meant the dishes could be worked on faster, tables wiped, floor mopped and the
whole job done that much sooner. Everyone benefited.The door banged open again, showing
that Mags wasn’t the only Gray-wearer that had thought to take the chance of a few stolen
moments with his or her Companion. Possibly with an extra pie to share as well. Companions did
have a sweet tooth. He didn’t bother to see who it was; if they wanted to talk to him they’d
already know he was here. And if they wanted privacy he wasn’t going to invade it.Mags
watched the pie vanish as Dallen practically inhaled it.“I got no idea why you like ’em so much,”
he said, “considerin’ that you couldn’t possibly taste it. I’d be surprised if it e’en touched yer
tongue.”Mags took a bite out of his own pie. It was delicious; it tasted as if the apples had been
picked today, which was remarkable, considering it was probably made from dried apples from
last year. The head cook did pride himself on making food for well over a hundred people still
taste as though it was made for a small family meal. He almost always succeeded. Luncheon
today, for instance . . . Mags licked his lips, thinking about it. Thick bean soup with bacon in it,
winter greens cooked with ham hocks, lots of bread so fresh from the oven it burned your hands
a little as you cut open the rolls and spread them with butter. “Good plain food and plenty of it is
what these younglings need,” was what he’d overheard the man saying. “And if the highborn are
too good for it, they can go and eat elsewhere.” Well, if this was “good, plain food,” he really
didn’t want to eat with the highborn. His head would probably explode.And, of course, after this
luncheon there had been the pocket pies waiting to be taken away at the door instead of regular
pies on the table. There were always pies. The cook reckoned pie was a good way to share out
fruit now that it was winter, and make it last. Another undreamed-of luxury. At the mine, the only
time he ever tasted anything sweet was chewing the ends of clover-blossoms, stealing honey
from a wild-bee nest, or grubbing something sweet and burned out of the pig-food.:I taste my pie



just fine, thank you. So, do you feel that you are getting on in classes now?: asked Dallen, his
enormous tongue licking teeth and lips and curling up around his nose in an effort to retrieve
every crumb and speck of sugar, honey and spices. :Sometimes it’s hard to separate your
general air of anxiety from things you and I genuinely need to address.::Not doing too badly,:
responded the boy in kind, thinking, as he took another bite from the pastry, how he was glad to
be able to use Mindspeech. It allowed him to “talk” and eat at the same time. :I think I’m gettin’
better at the history. An’ I like figurin’, but today they started givin’ us this stuff they call geometry,
an’ it just makes my head spin. Lena’s not as much help there as she is with history. I can’t
imagine why we need anythin’ past sums and all. I ain’t going to be an artificer!: The thought of
the morning maths class made him sweat a little. Angles and unknowns and calculations, and
nothing as straightforward as adding or subtracting.:No, you aren’t, but you still need to have a
grasp of such things when you go out to the villages. It’s not just artificers that need geometry. It’s
part of a Herald’s duty to reset boundary markers after a flood or some other disaster, and to
check them when there is a dispute over land.: Dallen nodded thoughtfully, and Mags got one of
those mental glimpses of a Herald—as usual, someone he didn’t know—laboring over
calculations, then going out to reset boundary stones while two farmers watched him, waiting for
the slightest hint of favoritism. :All too often, especially well away from Haven, a Herald is the
closest thing to an expert that some villager may have to depend upon for help. That’s why, for
example, you take quite a lot of wound-tending and basic healing classes. Nobody expects you
to be a Healer—but there might be times when someone is hurt, and you’re all they’ve got.:Try
as he might, he couldn’t picture himself in that position of authority. It still made his brow knit, and
sometimes his head hurt, to think that some day someone would be depending on, listening to,
him. Impossible. Who would ever believe in him?:I believe in you. And anyway, it’s not whether
people believe in you, personally. When you turn up on Circuit, they won’t know you, and they
don’t have to. They believe in the uniform and what the uniform represents. They don’t care who
is inside that uniform as long as he makes good decisions, because the uniform is what they
trust.:Mags chewed thoughtfully, and swallowed. There was one thing he could imagine himself
doing. He could easily see himself standing between danger and people who couldn’t defend
themselves. After all, he’d already done that, hadn’t he? He’d put himself in danger to save Bear.
And before that . . . he’d given all the information that the Heralds needed to shut down the mine
and save the rest of the slaveys.He shuddered involuntarily when he thought of the revenge his
old master might take, if ever he discovered who had betrayed him, and said, with forced levity, “I
reckon I might, one day, need th’ healin’ stuff for m’self. I heerd wha’ th’ real Heralds call th’
Whites. ‘Oh Shoot Me Now.’ ”Oh yes. Being a Herald was dangerous. Sometimes he was glad of
that . . . it was rather like an “I have good news and bad news” scenario. “The good news is that
you are going to be respected and all your needs and wants will be taken care of forever. The
bad news is that your new name is ‘Target.’ ” Sometimes he was relieved because he just could
not bring himself to believe in this life unless there was a steep cost attached.And sometimes he
was terrified. So despite his casual words, there was a little chill down his neck when he thought



about using the Healing skills he was getting on himself. It had gotten dreadfully close to that
when he’d helped save Bear.Dallen gave Mags a piercing look. :I won’t pretend it’s not possible,
but it will be a good long time before you ever need to worry about being in that position. You
have years of learning ahead of you. And who knows? You might end up being stationed in
Haven or some other city and never go out on circuit at all. All right?:Dallen’s mind-voice had an
undertone of anxiety. Mags smiled, and rubbed his cheek against his Companion’s neck. “I’m not
gonna worrit ’bout it. Just—s’ppose ’tis a good reason t’ keep payin’ more attention in harder
classes, belike. ’Specially if they involve bandages!” He laughed a little. “I got a long ways t’ go
afore I’m catched up wi’ ev’one else, anyway. By time I get Whites, I’ll prolly be white-haired t’
match!”He worked on Dallen until the Companion’s thick winter coat was as soft and clean as
the down from a new pillow, and his mane and tail as shiny as silk. He carefully saved away all
the long mane and tail hairs for later braiding, now that he knew just how much people valued
the little trinkets Dallen had taught him to make with Companion and horse-hair. He even had a
little net-bag hung up on a nail in the stall to collect the hair in. He’d wind what he collected into a
little circle and carefully stick it into the bag, as he did now.With Dallen clean and under his
blanket again, Mags looked out of the stall. “ ’Tween you and me, when I come in like that, Rolan
looked as though I’d spoilt his best chat-up lines. Was he on ’bout business—or
pleasure?”Behind him, Dallen made a noise that closely resembled a snicker. :It wouldn’t
surprise me in the least if you did interrupt him flirting, you know. Not that he would ever come off
his dignity to admit it. I’m pretty sure that most of the mares have a crush on him.:Mags turned
and cocked his head. “Reckon he’s poachin’ in yer woods, Dallen?” He grinned.Again the
stallion snickered. :I’ll have you know that, pure resplendent perfection that I am, I’m in no
danger of losing a light’o’love even to Rolan. It’s not as if I’m languishing away in this this box
waiting for you to visit.: He managed to curvette and prance in place like a showy parade
horse.Mags had to laugh.:Though I must admit that it does help that you are so attentive with the
grooming. It puts the polish on what is already exquisite.: Dallen curved his neck and struck a
pose.“An’ modest too!” Mags chuckled.:But of course. It is part of what makes me so lovable.:
Dallen batted his enormous blue eyes at Mags.He had to chuckle even more. “I swear, yer
worse’n one’a them court fellers. Next thing, ye’ll be wantin’ me t’ find ye a silk’n’velvet blanket
’cause wool just don’t show off yer coat good ’nough.”:Hmm. You think?: Dallen paused just long
enough for Mags to begin to wonder if his Companion was serious, then whickered his
laughter. :I shall recommend one to Rolan. He’ll need it to compete with me.:“Rolan’s gonna pull
yer tail off one ’a these days.” Mags shook his head. “I dunno why he ain’t yet.”:Because no
matter how miffed he pretends to be with me, he likes my tweaking his vanity. And I like to let him
get all huffy with me. It’s how we muddle along.:That was a word that was unfamiliar. He shook
his head. “Muddle along? Whassat mean?”:Muddling along is an art form, dear boy. It’s the great
secret to life. You can’t plan for everything, so you take the good and the bad and cope as they
happen and even though life gets muddled you somehow manage to get by.:Mags thought about
that. It was true that he mostly lived in the moment, without thinking about good or bad times, at



least not on purpose. But that was because when he thought about such things, then although
the times were good, there was always, somewhere under everything, a feeling of certainty that
they couldn’t go on being good. All his experience had taught him that. So was that, just thinking
about today and not worrying too much about tomorrow, what Dallen meant by “muddling
along?”:Not exactly,: the Companion corrected. :You get hope in the bad times that there are
better ahead, and there are. You temper the good times with plans for the future because you
know there will be bad ones. And, sadly, there will always be bad times; it’s in the nature of
things.:Well he could certainly agree with that.Dallen nudged him. :The rule is that most things
don’t matter as much as you might think. So long as you keep that firmly in mind, then neither foe
nor loving but misguided friend can hurt you—at least not so badly that you can’t recover.:Mags
regarded him dubiously.:We’re none of us quite so sure of our place in the world that we can’t be
rocked off our feet by bad times. It’s the getting back up again that counts. Not that you fall, but
getting back up again counts for more in the long run.:Mags snorted. “You ought to set up shop
in the Mindhealer’s area and charge a penny a customer with all that.”Dallen raised his head and
looked regal. :You can mock. But answer me one important question, if you will.:Mags
nodded.Dallen lowered his head and looked his young trainee hard in the eye. :Are you actually
going to eat that other half of your pie?: he queried, pointedly. :Because if you’re not . . . :Mags
sighed, then laughed, and gave it to him.2WHEN Mags left the stables, he hadn’t so much as a
hint of a crumb anywhere about his person. Dallen had even made big eyes at him until he
turned all his pockets out, proving there wasn’t even a fragment of crust left. As he pulled the
door closed against the wind, he caught a glimpse of someone approaching out of the corner of
his eye. He turned, and saw an older man, a full Herald, in pristine whites, walking toward the
stable door. He was holding a half-eaten pocket pie in one hand. Mags grinned at him.“I see yer
had the same idea I had,” he announced. “Don’t let my Companion—Dallen—see ye have that,
or ye might lose it. And fingers too.”The Herald blinked in surprise, and then let out a rich mellow
laugh. “Ah, you’re Dallen’s Chosen? That would make you Mags, yes?” His cultured accent
showed that he was highborn, but he seemed quite relaxed and utterly friendly. Most of the time
when Mags saw a full Herald, unless it was a teacher, it was usually someone in a tearing
hurry.Mags nodded and smiled back, noticing that the man had curiously colored eyes, a very
light gray. Silver, he would have said, if he’d been asked to put a name to it. They looked very
odd and striking with his dark hair. Mags wondered if he could be newly assigned as a teacher—
or perhaps just in from Circuit. There were new Heralds coming and going all the time.“We’ve
been hearing very good things about you, Trainee Mags.” The Herald nodded as if to emphasize
that he agreed with the assessment. “I’m glad I had the chance to run into you. You came to the
Collegium with no expectations, and no memory of how we used to teach trainees. Are your
classes going well under the new system? Is there anything about them that you think is giving
you and your fellow Trainees trouble?”Mags gave a surprised chuckle of his own; given how
many Heralds were still against the “new system,” he was pleased to find one that seemingly
wasn’t. More than that, he was pleased to find one that was actually interested in improving the



system rather than just criticizing it. “Well, I’m not as good at figurin’ past sums as I oughtta be, I
think. But I’m catchin up with folks ’n doing pretty good wi’ history, I reckon. If I was t’ say, though,
I reckon some on us, like me, yah, but some others too, needs extree help, an’ not all on us is
brass ’nuff t’ go find it. Them highborns, they kin go to ma or pa an’ say, ‘get me a tutor, eh?’ But
we cain’t. We cain’t pay fer ’em, an mostly we kinda shy off askin’ teachers.” He pondered a
moment longer. “So . . . mebbe jest find summun’s willin’ t’ give the help an’ hev’ ’em say ’bout it
in class? No hevin’ t’ ask fer help, nor tryin’ t’ find summun willin’ t’ give it, ’cause some on us is
shy ’bout askin’, or shamed t’ admit it. Jest hev summun a-waitin’ ina room after classes. An
them as needs the help jest shews up, an’ teacher’s there t’ get ’em over the rough spots.”The
older Herald nodded, looking oddly pleased. Mags had a nagging feeling of familiarity; he was
sure he’d seen this man before somewhere. Unfortunately, he realized he was at that awkward
point in the conversation where stopping to ask a name seemed a little odd. He groaned
inwardly. Proper manners were very hard. Would it be wrong to ask now?His hesitation cost him
his chance. The older Herald smiled. “Well said, and a fine idea. I’ll have a word with the right
people. I am even more pleased now to have run into you.”Mags flushed a little. “Eh, I jest say
things. Don’ mean I’m right. Jest say things ’cause I’m too dumb t’ know I shouldn’.”The Herald
laughed. “And there is a very wise saying that only the young are unsophisticated enough to see
past the mask to the truth and brave enough to speak it aloud. I’m sure we’ll be seeing each
other soon.” With that, he opened the door and went into the stable, leaving Mags staring after
him, still trying to pin down why he was so familiar.Then he shook his head and pelted for the
Collegium at a dead run, vaulting the fence around Companions’ Field rather than taking the
time to open the gate, and scrambling up the path with his book-rucksack banging on his
shoulders. Fortunately, his next class was at the nearer end of the building; he wasn’t the last
person to dash in through the door, though he was the last to fling himself behind his desk. Still,
Mags managed to arrive without being late, getting into place mere moments before the teacher
entered the classroom.The class itself took all of his concentration, and managed to drive all
thought of the odd encounter right out of his mind. It was one of “those” maths classes, the ones
where he was supposed to figure out angles and the like. It made his head hurt, he was
concentrating so hard, and feeling altogether like the stupidest person in the class. Sums were
so easy, but this . . . there were so many things he had to keep track of.Thank goodness the next
class was history. He was always ahead on history. It was—well, not logical, exactly, because
history was people, and people weren’t always logical. But it was like stories, there was a
beginning, a middle and an end.But as he was going into the door for his last class, he was
approached by a page boy and handed a piece of paper. It was a note from Herald Caelen, the
head of the Collegium, asking him if he’d come by after classes were over for the day.His first
thought, immediately, was what did I do wrong? His second was to think back to that encounter
at the stable with the Herald. What if the Herald had been offended at his forwardness? What if
he’d insulted the Herald by not addressing him by name? What if the Herald was one of those
who didn’t approve of the new system? What if he did, but was offended by Mags’ implied



criticism? His head spun, and he felt that all-too-familiar old reaction. Back in his old life, the only
reason someone in authority would want to see him would be because he was in trouble or that
someone was looking for a scapegoat to punish.He reminded himself that he wasn’t in his old
life. He’d never had that sort of thing happen to him here.But it was hard to break his old ways of
thought. He could all too easily imagine a hundred things he would have done or said wrong. As
he worried them all through, the class dragged along.He tried to reason with himself. Maybe
Caelen wanted to see him for a good reason rather than a bad one. Probably Caelen wanted to
see him for a good reason. Maybe that Herald had told Caelen he had a good idea, and Caelen
wanted to ask him about it. Finally he managed to convince himself that this was the most
probable—a sign that at least, if he had not overcome his instinctive reactions, he could finally
reason his way past them.Regardless, everything about the impending meeting kept him
distracted during a lesson that was not one of his best subjects. This was the language class,
and language, with all of its rules about grammar and spelling—made no sense to him. Nothing
about it was logical, and just when he thought he’d gotten a rule straight in his head, it all went
out with some exception or other. And as for his spelling, well, it was . . . creative.This generally
made for a long lesson at the best of times, and being preoccupied made it longer.At last the
teacher dismissed them, though unfortunately with a writing assignment. Just what he needed,
with his head all of a muddle. Mags wondered if Lena would help him put it together, and then
wondered if he was going to be too busy trying to make up for what he’d done wrong to ask
her.Once again, his mood dropped, and he had convinced himself that he was in trouble. He
pulled his books together into his shoulder bag, suddenly wishing the lesson had been even
longer. What could Caelen want?As he walked along the corridor, feeling as if he was under a
dark cloud, and wondering if he should pretend he never gotten the note, he felt a familiar
presence in the back of his head. :It’s probably not bad, you know,: his Companion assured
him, :I would have warned you if I’d seen you doing anything that was that bad. But you aren’t
going to find out unless you go.: There was an amused chuckle. :No matter what, you’ll muddle
through. Besides, how do you know Caelen isn’t going to thank you for coming up with a good
idea?:That was enough to lift his mood, at least a little. And give him enough courage to head for
Caelen’s office and knock tentatively on the door.“Come in,” called Caelen through the
door.Mags pushed it open. The block-like Herald was, as usual, rather buried in things on his
desk. There were sheafs of papers stacked precariously around him, and it was impossible to
tell which were things he was done with and which he had yet to work on. Mags blinked owlishly
at the piles. How did Caelen ever get through all the work that was piled on him? Every time he
thought that he was piled high with work, he would get a glimpse of what Caelen faced, and
know that the work of a Trainee was nothing.Caelen looked up and gave Mags a warm smile,
and then followed his gaze, and made a wry face. “Budgeting,” he sighed. He waved vaguely at
the piles. “I have to account for every penny spent in Herald’s Collegium, and my procrastination
has come back to bite me. Again.” He stabbed a finger at the paper in front of me. “It doesn’t help
that I have no idea sometimes what I’m signing for. Here it says we ordered a bale of dried



marrow root.” He rolled his eyes. “I have no idea what marrow root is, or, since this order is
missing half of its information, where it came from. And yet, I have to sign to say it’s justified. And
if someone comes to ask me what in heaven’s name I was thinking when I signed for it, I will be
sitting here looking like a fool.”Mags peered at the paper. “Bear would prob’ly know,” he
suggested, trying to be helpful.Caelen laughed. “Well, since he’s the one that put in the request
for it, I sincerely hope so. I gather it is something that he feels would do you lot good in the
winter.” He put aside the piece of paper, and looked Mags over. “You’re growing,” he noted,
nodding approvingly. “It’s good to see you filling out, considering the size you were when you
arrived. I won’t say you were the smallest Trainee we have ever had, but you were certainly the
thinnest, and certainly the shortest for your age.”Mags looked down at himself. “Can’ really help
it,” he said, shrugging. “Sorta happens all by itself.”The Herald rubbed his greying temples. “I
suppose it does,” he replied with a nod. “Well, that brings me to the reason I brought you up here.
I was reminded today that you are in a room that is usually used for the grooms that care for the
Companions, and I thought, now our building work was getting closer to completion that you
might like one of the newly built rooms that are free. It would get you out of the stables and in
with the other trainees.”Mags was shocked, and his jaw dropped. “Move away from Dallen?” he
asked, aghast.Caelen gave a chuckle. “I can see, if you put it like that, that it would be a wrench.
But it would stop you from standing out as . . .” he gave a wry smile, “the Trainee that we stuck off
in the stable.”“How’s that bad?” Mags asked, adding as an afterthought, “Sir? Not like it bothers
me.”“You’ll recall that bit of an altercation over you being there in the first place,” Caellen said
with a grimace. “You know already that there are many of the adults who would be certain any
boy out in a room alone far from adult supervision is certainly up to no good, Trainee or not.”Well
of all the things he’d heard here, that took the prize for making no sense. “But I got ’dult
supervision!” Mags protested. “Companions! Bunches on ’em! If I was t’ get t’ jiggerypokery, ye
know they’d be callin’ in t’ their Chosen!” He could just imagine it, too. Say, purloining a couple of
bottles of wine to try out what being drunk was like. He’d not get two cups into the first bottle
before half the Collegium, including all the teachers, would be at his door. And he didn’t even
want to think about what would happen if he was up to anything worse than that. And what
Dallen would say to him—he’d rather be whipped.Caelen shrugged. “You have a very good point
about the supervision. Well, if that is how you really feel, I won’t make you move. I thought a boy
your age would be a little worried about how the others might think of him. It might be thought a
little odd to be down there all alone. People are very likely to wonder why you are there, if there is
something, that makes you antisocial, or if—oh, say for example, your Mindspeech is less than
controlled, and we are keeping you apart from the others to prevent problems from it. Or as if you
are some sort of pariah, and we want to keep you away from the others to keep you from
contaminating them.”Mags shook his head. “If’n I can stay, I want to,” he stated firmly. “It ain’t like
I’m in the way. It’s the warm end o’ the stables, ’n I think the Companions like me being there. If
somethin’ was t’ happen, I’d be right there, ’fore even someun’s Chosen could or one’a the
grooms, ’cause the Chosen ’d haveta run down from Collegium an’ Dallen’d wake me afore a



groom knew there was aught wrong. I dun mind bein’ alone; I’d druther, actually. It’s quiet. Easy t’
study. Easy t’ sleep, ain’t no one larkin’ about an’ makin’ noise. I never had no privacy afore,
an’ . . . an’ I like bein’ where no one kin bother me. An’ I definit’ly like being next t’ Dallen.”“Well. I
suppose if you feel that strongly about it.” Caelen sighed. “I suppose it can’t hurt to have
someone in the stable as we come toward foaling season anyway. The Companions usually
keep everyone aware of when foaling is likely, but once in a while it’s a surprise.” He cocked his
head and looked Mags over. “I reckon you’ll be able to keep a level head in an emergency—and
of course, the Companions will help. Even though Dallen is a jokester, he’s solid in a crisis, I
understand.”Mags grinned with relief—and a little at hearing Dallen described as a “jokester.”
Evidently his “tweaking of Rolan’s tail” had gotten around. “Aye, sir. That I reckon ’e is.”Caelan
blinked. “You know—you are a little young for this, but something just occurred to me. I’ve
something I’d like you to consider adding to your lessons. It’s a good thought, actually, and
something that will . . . get you working with some of the other Trainees a good bit more.”:He
means he thinks you need to be socialized,: Dallen said wryly. :He thinks you ought to be
running about with a herd. That’s all right, he means well. And perhaps whatever it is he just
thought of will be fun. You have been sorely missing out on fun.:Caelan carried on, oblivious to
Dallen’s comments; well, after all, he couldn’t hear them. Companions rarely Mindspoke to
anyone but their Chosen. It was unusual that Rolan had let Mags hear his sarcastic remarks to
Dallen. “You and Dallen have an exceptionally close bond—I’m told your Mindspeech is
remarkably strong. According to your records you and Dallen are also two of the leaders in the
riding lessons. Those two things would make you a pair of ideal candidates for what I have in
mind.” The older Herald grinned like a young boy. “Think you’d be up to being part of a Kirball
team?”Mags frowned. “Kirball?” He’d heard the term bandied about, mostly during meals, but
hadn’t really gotten any notion of what it meant besides that it was some sort of game. A brand
new game, one that several of the Heralds themselves were devising for the Trainees—but Mags
had no idea what was involved. Well, other than the fact that, judging by the exuberant hand-
gestures and pantomime, it was probably going to be very exciting for those who were in it.“It’s a
new game that the Heralds are trying on the students this year. They are rebuilding the obstacle
course out in the field and running it over that. It’s part goal scoring, part capture-the-flag and
part team building.” Caelen was oblivious to the fact that none of this meant anything to Mags;
fortunately, Dallen quickly provided his Chosen with images of what Caelen meant. “We think it
will be a good learning exercise for the Trainees. I believe it originally got its name since Herald
Kiri came up with it. She’s always one for inventing crazy ways to test the trainees, but this one
has definitely become popular. The name seems to have stuck. It doesn’t hurt that one could say
it was meant to honor King Kiril as well.”Something nagged at the back of Mag’s mind, but he
couldn’t quite put his finger on it, and the thought ran away as Dallen rang in loud and clear.:Oh,
I would like that! Just think, you’ll get to compete on the fastest Companion in the city!: came an
eager comment, showing Mags that Dallen was still listening in. :We’ll be fantastic at this!:The
Herald continued, leaning forward and becoming animated as he did so, “Here’s the basic idea.



Now, we’ve done a lot of games on Companion-back in the past, but what is new about this is
that the students form teams from all three Collegia. Some will be on Companions, of course,
but some will be on horses, and then some afoot. It’s a twelve-person team, and the way we
have planned to run it is that competition can be two teams against each other, a three-way,
three goal arrangement or even four teams all in. Though for now, while we work play and rules
out, it will just be two teams against each other.”:It’ll be chaos on the field, and if I understand
Kiri’s Companion correctly, that’s sort of the idea. It’s supposed to show how well you deal with a
fight, and get you used to something like a battle without actually being in one. It’s wargames by
any other name,: noted Dallen. :That said, it should also be a lot of fun.:Mags frowned.
“Wargames?” he repeated aloud.Caelen winced visibly. “Well, that’s part of it. I can’t pretend it
isn’t, but it’s a combination of riding skill, teamwork, communication and how well you use your
Gifts in a pinch. There will be people on each team that don’t have Gifts, don’t have Mindspeech,
don’t have Companions—which is just like a battlefield. This will test and train your abilities to
put together an effective small force of all sorts of folk, setting things up so that each uses his
strengths. That said, I think it’s going to be fun, and it’s going to be something for all the students
to get involved in.”Mags’ thoughtful frown deepened. “Gifts are allowed?” he asked, pondering
how that would work.Caelen nodded vigorously. “Within reason. I think we might have issues
with someone using Firestarting to burn someone, since we don’t want actual combat as such,
but I should think most Gifts will be useful. I suspect the people with the Fetching Gift are
particularly going to be in demand for this. And those that don’t plan on a counter to it are going
to find flag and ball scored against them without the other team even moving.”Mags furrowed his
brow. “Huh. I think I see. That’s gonna to take some thinkin’ about.” Actually, it looked as if the
amount of planning was going to equal the amount of playing. Well as long as it wasn’t him
having to do the planning. . . .“Yes, it certainly is. Anyway, the riding instructors are going to be
pushing people onto the teams as I permit. We don’t want people getting onto teams that aren’t
fit for a bit of roughhousing, after all.” Caelen raised an eyebrow at him.“ ’M pretty tough, sir,”
Mags said, since he could sense Dallen’s excitement in the back of his mind, and didn’t want his
poor Companion to explode. “Reckon this’d make me a mite tougher, too, an’ that ain’t
bad.”Caelen nodded. “Once this gets well underway, I suspect that your weapon instruction
might be more focused on defending yourself from the back of a Companion as opposed to
merely on foot this year. And if what I hear about the way you ride is correct, you’re going to be a
popular pick for one of the two Heraldic positions on a team. Ordinarily I’d eliminate a first-year
Trainee just on the basis of lack of skill and experience, but you have more than enough skill to
make up for any other lack.”That startled him. The idea of being popular and wanted for
something was quite unexpected. He had never really thought of himself as excelling in anything
other than riding, which was, face it, a rather solitary occupation; oh he was good enough with
weapons, the hand to hand ones, but he wasn’t brilliant. And the riding, well, that was mostly
Dallen’s doing, and he had figured everyone knew that. He didn’t quite know what to say in
response.Caelen looked pleased at his reaction. “Didn’t think you were any good, eh? Still



worrying about not measuring up.” He gave a soft chuckle and tousled Mags’ hair. “Don’t worry
about it. And don’t stand there gawping like a fish gasping for air. Go now, off with you. And if you
change your mind about rooming up here in the main building, you let me know. All right?’Mags
closed his mouth, still blinking and tried to exit the room gracefully. He leaned against the wall
outside, feeling a little breathless.Dallen was amused. :Of course you’re a good rider. You’re on
me! Who wouldn’t be brilliant on the fastest, sleekest, most handsome Companion in all of
Valdemar?:That broke his shocked mood, of course, and made him laugh. Still laughing, he
headed on toward the dining hall.He clattered down the stairs to the main hall, and joined the
thin stream heading in the direction of food. Savory scents were already filling the hallway,
making everyone hurry. On the way, amidst a gaggle of other students, he spotted the dark, curly
hair and rust-colored uniform of his best friend Lena, herself a Bardic Trainee. He called her
name and she waved, and weaved her way through the crowd toward him.“Mags!” she greeted
him. “I’m sorry I’ve been so busy—”“You better’ve been eatin’,” he chided her. “I ain’t seen ye fer
two days!”She ducked her head, guiltily. “I’m sorry. I got caught up in a special project; it’s a four-
person performing group. And yes, we were eating; our teacher had food brought in so we could
eat while we worked. Did that history paper go over well?”He grinned at her, relieved, as she
tucked her hand into his arm and they breasted the crowd together. “Aye. It did, and thankee
kindly, miss teacher. King Tyrdel and the war of the harvests, and how after ’e died, his daughter
Elspeth made peace and expanded the borders wi’ treaties and a marriage.” He patted her hand.
“I reckon a Bard coulda tole the tale better though.”She smiled back. “Well, it sort of is our job to
be historians, Mags. Bardic talent goes hand in hand with a love of stories; and it doesn’t matter
if we make them up ourselves, nor if they are modern or from deep in history. At least so my
tutors keep telling me.”He cocked his head to the side. “Huh. I cain’t ’magine why anyone’d
haveta keep tellin’ you anythin’. You never seem t’ ever stop workin’.”“Oh they tell me plenty,” she
replied, making a face. “Like I need to quit trying to write pieces with arpeggio if I’m no good at
doing it myself. But I like arpeggio.”He squeezed her hand as they got within sight of the door of
the dining hall. “So, wha’s the answer?”She sighed. “Practice I spose. As usual. Practice seems
to be the answer to everything.”The crowd in the entrance thinned as students filed into the
dining hall and took seats for the meal. Lena started to pull Mags along.“What’s the hurry?” he
asked.“It’s roast beef tonight, and beans with bacon. There’ll be nothing left if we don’t get in
there,” she said. “Honestly, some people are just like locusts!”She was exaggerating of course,
and Mags had no fear of that. It hadn’t happened yet, and he didn’t think it was likely to in a
hurry.On the other hand, she was right about some people being like locusts. It was entirely
possible that the choicer portions would have been snapped up if they didn’t get to a seat
quickly. He increased his pace to match hers.A figure in a full Bard’s outfit stepped in front of
them, from one of the staircases that led to the upper stories. A tall and very handsome man,
with dark hair that was greying at the temples, held out his hand imperiously, forcing them to a
halt. “Ah, Trainees. Excellent. I need one of you to take this note to the King’s Own Herald. I shall
be performing for an entertainment for the King this evening, and he needs to discuss with me



which pieces would be best for the audience.” He held out a folded piece of paper.Mags
expected Lena to take it, since she was the Bardic Trainee, and this was definitely one of her
expected duties. He glanced at her, and was surprised to find her white-faced and unmoving. He
reached forward and took the paper from the man, and nodded. “I know Herald Nikolas, sir. I’ll
take it.” The Bard nodded, and turned on his heel without a further word. Mags turned to
Lena.“That was rude.” he muttered. “ ’E coulda said please at least.”Lena was staring open-
mouthed at the retreating figure. Mags looked from her to the man, curiously. “D’you know him or
summat?” he said, “Doesn’t look like he knows you too.”Lena blinked slowly and shook her head.
“He ought to have recognized me,” she said, in a strained tone of voice. “He’s my father.”Mags
stared at the note in his hand and looked at the retreating bard, nonplussed, and then back at
Lena.“But . . . ” was all he managed, looking at the shaking girl. He just couldn’t think of anything
to say.She made it easier for him—in the sense that she abandoned any pretense of
conversation when she turned and hurried back down the hallway the way they had come
without saying another word to him. He went after her, but when she broke into a sprint, that
made it quite clear that she didn’t want him around. Or, knowing Lena, anyone around.She
dashed around a corner and was gone before he reached it. He slowed to a halt, and caught his
breath, looking down the corridor, but she must have run out the door. Probably heading back to
Bardic and her room.If she was determined to be alone, he was going to have to give her that,
even though he really doubted that she should be alone right now. He gave a frustrated growl
and stared back the way he had come.Her father? But the man hadn’t recognized her! Surely
Lena’s father couldn’t have failed to recognize his own daughter. . . .He glanced back at the
vacated corridor ruefully. Lena certainly seemed to believe he could be capable of that. Her
shock had been real . . . but there hadn’t been any surprise. Just bitter unhappiness.He thumped
the wall, frustrated. Here he was, stuck between two duties, torn between going after his friend
and taking the note in his hand to Herald Nikolas.Or , a rebellious part of him said, hang the note
and go have dinner, and take the note when you’re done . . . Bards be damned. He sighed at that
thought. But this was supposed to be about something for the king. And if he didn’t deliver it in a
timely manner, that just would show that he was too stupid to be trusted with more important
matters. Definitely more trouble than he needed to have hounding him.With a second sigh to
match the first, he turned away from Lena’s direction and considered where Herald Nikolas
could be found. He eyed the entrance to the dining hall, listened to his stomach growl at the
wonderful smells coming from it, and then almost kicked himself for missing the
obvious.:Dallen? Could yer fin’ out from Rolan where Nikolas is?: and then a moment later, for
politeness’ sake, he added, :Please?:A wry chuckle came back. :And bother his high and
mightiness? Since he seems to be just fine with talking to you as well, why don’t you just ask him
yourself, hmm?:Mags was rapidly feeling irritated enough by this entire mess to do just that, but
he mentally counted to three and tried again. :Dallen, I can’ do games reet now. I got a note from
a Bard t’ take, an’ Lena says yon Bard’s her pa, an’ he didn’t recognize ’er an’ she’s mortal upset
an’ ran off. An’ it’s beef night. So you know that’s upset.::Ah. In that case . . . : There was a



pause. :He’s coming to you. Stay where you are.:Well that was easy enough; Mags relaxed a
little. Perhaps Nikolas would be able to explain what was going on. At any rate, it meant he
wasn’t going to have to run all over half the Palace and Collegia to try and find the man.The
King’s Own Herald appeared at the end of the hallway shortly, recognizable by his silver-trimmed
Whites, and Mags trotted down the long polished expanse to meet him, holding out the note.
There was a look of faint annoyance on Nikolas’ face, and once again, Mags felt himself
shrinking back in guilt. Ah bother. I went an’ interrupted him in something’, an’ now—“Wretched
Bards,” Nikolas muttered, taking the note. “Think that they stand in one place and the sun rises
and sets just to illuminate them properly. Thank you, Mags, you should never have been
bothered with this.” He read it quickly, after flashing Mags a hint of an apologetic smile. And as
he read, his brow furrowed again with exasperation. “Just as I thought. There is nothing here that
I needed to be bothered about. He could just as well—and more appropriately—have gone to
the Steward with this nonsense.”Nikolas looked as if he very much wanted to crumple up the
note and throw it away. He wasn’t angry, at least not that Mags could see, but he was clearly very
much annoyed.“I dun understand, sir,” Mags said, humbly.Nikolas shook his head, and
grimaced. “It’s a kind of status game Marchand plays every time he turns up at Court. He just
wants an excuse to make the King’s Own jump through his ornamental hoops. Conceited
popinjay that he is—he wouldn’t get away with this kind of behavior if he were less Gifted, I can
tell you that.”Mags was still puzzled. “Does havin’ a lotta Gifts make that much on a difference in
how folks’re treated?” he asked.“It shouldn’t, but it does.” Nikolas rolled up the note with
exaggerated care and slid it back and forth between his fingers. “Then there is the ‘artistic
temperament’ that Bards are supposed to have that Marchand milks like a prize heifer and which
has thus far spared him from censure. Lita has been much too indulgent with him. And I am
strongly considering seeing to it that steps are taken to give him a reprimand.”“ ’E ain’t Gifted
’nough to tell when his own youngling’s standin’ in front of him,” Mags replied, feeling much
relieved that Nikolas wasn’t annoyed at him. “ ’E looked at Lena like she was a stranger. Didn’t
e’en notice how upset she was.”“Of course he didn’t notice. He’d have to remove some of his
attention from himself for a moment,” Nikolas replied crossly. “Never mind. I’ll get this dealt with,
and I will make sure it is the last time Marchand does anything like this again, one way or
another. Mags, you properly did exactly what you were told to do. Now I want you to get some
dinner, then go to the kitchen on my authority and have someone make up a dinner basket for
Lena. You take it to her room; if she won’t let you in, and she might not, find the proctor for her
floor and tell her what happened and leave it with her. Meanwhile I’ll send a servant with a
message for Lita, and she’ll deal with Bard Tobias Marchand and Lena too.”Mags sighed with
relief. Good. He wasn’t in trouble, and Lena was going to get sorted out. And he was going to get
some dinner after all, and maybe a chance to get into that new book he’d found, if Lena was still
too upset to come out of her room. She probably would be. Over the course of the past several
moons, there was one thing he had noticed. Though girls at the mine had mostly been
indistinguishable from the boys so far as how they behaved was concerned, girls here had a



whole different set of behaviors from boys. One of them was to go lock themselves in their rooms
for candlemarks or even days when sufficiently upset. When they did that, only other girls could
get near them.Nikolas wasn’t done, though. “Also, when you’re done with Lena, I want you to
come up to my rooms. I have a little task for you.”Well, so much for the book. Oh well. Whatever it
was, it wouldn’t be trivial. Strange as it seemed, Mags was the King’s Own’s private information
source, and even sometimes a sort of spy. Books could wait. “Yessir,” he said, and waited to see
if there was anything else Nikolas wanted him for.“Well, don’t dawdle or you won’t get anything
but the crusty ends of the beef!” Nikolas said, tapping him on the top of the head with the rolled-
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181MAGS slapped the palm of his hand against the blue-painted wood of the stable door, and it
banged open, whacking into the frame as Mags hurried through it. The noise echoed through
the stable, startling the Companions that were huddled together in the aisle nearest the door into
backing up a pace or two. Brick walls didn’t do much to deaden sound. The chill wind that
followed him through chased down his neck as the last icy grasp of winter clawed at him. Behind
him, a few stubborn patches of granular snow lingered at the bases of trees and under bushes,
but most of the ground was bare, which was a welcome relief after a winter season that seemed
as if it would never end. The huge blizzard that had virtually closed down Haven, Palace and all,
had been followed by snowfall after snowfall until Mags began to wonder if spring was ever
coming.Then, finally, the snow stopped, and began to melt. And now the weather was changing,
but winter was definitely not going quietly. Occasionally a frigid wind showed that it wasn’t quite
done yet.Mags pushed the door closed, leaning into it as the wind whistled around the edges,
before the spring latch dropped into place with a snick. He took a long deep breath of the
comforting smell of the Companions’ stable; clean straw, clean “horse,” a hint of damp wool,



another hint of woodsmoke. If “home” had a scent, this was it.All of the pristine white “horses” in
the building looked in his direction for a moment before going back to whatever it was they had
been doing. For a moment, Mags was the focus of a sea of blue eyes.The largest stallion in the
building, who had presumably been chatting with two other Companions in the middle of the
aisle between the stalls, gave him a long look down his aristocratic nose that Mags read as
disapproving.Bad manners to interrupt. Just Not Done. Besides, You Let The Cold Wind In. Also
Not Done. Hmph. It wasn’t in Mindspeech, but it might just as well have been. The stallion’s ears
were slightly laid back and he swished his tail in irritation.“Sorry, Rolan,” Mags said quickly,
ducking his head as the King’s Own Companion continued to give him the Stern Look of the
Elder. He strolled under the watchful gaze down to the end stall near the door to his own small
room and came face to face with his own Companion, Dallen. Horses—or Companions—
couldn’t grin, but he sensed more than a little amusement from his bondmate.:Don’t worry about
Rolan; he likes to think that he stands in one place and the universe revolves around him,: Dallen
said. Dallen’s blue eyes shone with amusement, and while one ear twitched in Mags’ direction,
the other pointed back toward Rolan.A snort from the other side of the stable told Mags that
Dallen hadn’t bothered to keep that little comment “quiet.” Rather than Mindspeaking directly to
Mags, Dallen had communicated it openly so that every Companion in the stable could hear it.
Mags grinned. There were times when Dallen’s cheekiness didn’t just border on impudence, it
jumped right into the middle of impudence and splashed it all around.:Rolan’s just being prickly.
People have been banging through that door all day; and of course they let the freezing cold
draft in every single time it starts to get a little warmer.: Dallen reached over his shoulder and
tugged his blue-and-white blanket a little higher on his shoulders with his teeth. :This is why I am
sporting my natty little rug, here. Of course some people don’t want to wear their blankets
because they can’t show off their muscles, so when a draft roars in, they are the first to
complain.:There were whickers from all over the stable at that one. And another, louder snort.
Mags smothered a giggle with both hands.:THANK YOU FOR YOUR AMUSING
OBSERVATIONS, DALLEN, : came a very loud, ringing mind-voice, one that was probably heard
all the way down to the edge of Haven. :I’LL BE SURE TO RECOMMEND YOU FOR COURT
JESTER.:Now there were whickers from virtually every stall. Including from Dallan, who had no
problem poking fun at himself. Dallen tossed his head and somehow managed for just a moment
to cross his ankles and his eyes, inducing more giggles from Mags.:Until this weather breaks,
when I don’t need to be out with you I’m staying right here in my stall hugging the hay—it shields
me a little from the blast of cold air each time someone comes in,: Dallen continued
complacently, as King’s Own Companion Rolan went back to whatever important thing he had
been discussing. :But I am well known as a lazy lout.:“Not lazy,” Mags replied, getting a brush to
get whatever invisible bits of dirt and hay might be caught up in his Companion’s shining mane
and tail. “Just practical. If I didn’ have to go back and forth t’ classes, I’d hole up in m’ room an’
not move till it got true-warm.” He sighed a little. “Been so long since I seen a warm sun, I’m
beginnin’ t’ disbelieve in it! Don’ wonder that Rolan’s tetchy.”Dallen nodded vigorously. :Oh I



heartily agree with you. All those days of dark cloud and endless snow made people depressed
and edgy, and now I think maybe some of us are losing our patience as well. It’s hard to be
cooped up in here, knowing that Spring is taking its time in getting here properly.: The stallion
stretched, arcing his neck so that Mags could get at all the itchy spots with the brush as he did
so. :I’m not the only one wanting a nice walk out on a lazy hot day with the sun blazing down. Too
bad that won’t happen for at least a couple of moons yet. And when I think about how it feels to
have a good roll in long grass, and a gallop on a warm summer night—bah, I start to feel out of
sorts too. Especially when I think about those gallops on summer nights, because I do look so
splendid by moonlight!:Mags had to smile at that, and his mood lifted. He leaned into Dallen’s
neck and continued to brush, letting the motion soothe them both. It had been another slightly
edgy day for him, and maybe Dallen was right about people being out of sorts because they
were cooped up. He couldn’t understand why—well, he couldn’t until he thought about it from
the point of view of the other Trainees. Most of them thought being “forced” to stay warm and
indoors was a trial, and not a hitherto unimaginable luxury . . . actually he was probably the only
one who felt that every day was spent in luxury.Eh, not quite. There’s a couple from sheep-
country. An’ a couple farmers. An’ that gal whose da is a blacksmith . . .Still, he was the only
Trainee who came from what—to the others—was unimaginable poverty. The vast majority of the
Trainees came from the highborn families, or at the very least, the prosperous. Even the poorest
shepherd was appalled when he heard about the conditions Mags and the other younglings with
him had endured.People were always complaining about something—the food, the work, the
beds, the uniforms didn’t fit, their rooms were too hot or too cold, or so-and-so was too hard a
teacher. Sometimes he wondered if they just made things up to complain about.Whereas . . . he
was grateful to wake up in any kind of bed at all. Doubly grateful that it was a warm bed in a
warm room, a clean warm bed on top of all of that.For most of his life, his bed had been filthy
straw in a hole under the barn floor, and a blanket more holes than cloth, a bed he shared with a
dozen other slave-children. It had never been warm, even in the heat of summer. It had never
been clean.He had never been clean, not even when they were all given the rare good meal and
apparent good treatment on the occasion of a show visit to satisfy those who were supposed to
ensure their well-being. Baths? Never heard of them. The only time dirt got washed off was by
accident, as he worked the sluices, washing the gravel from the mine for tiny bits of
gemstone.Having a warm, soft bed—that was obvious, of course anyone would like that. But
following his rescue and subsequent “civilizing,” he had quickly discovered he liked being clean.
And after that first bath it had just gotten better, although initially the experience had terrified
him.To put on clean clothing that wasn’t rags, eat good food that filled you up—it was, by the
standards he had grown up with, the stuff of which dreams were made. No, not even dreams.
When he’d been a slave, he hadn’t even known that such things were possible, so how could he
have dreamed about them?Dallen was the reason all this had happened to him. Dallen had
Chosen him, Dallen had come for him, and when the Companion couldn’t get him away from the
man that had kept him and the others in terrible slavery, Dallen had fetched help in the form of



another Herald—Jakyr.Of course, at the time, Mags had been as terrified of the Herald as he
was of his master, though in a way that had been good, because his fear had kept him too
paralyzed to move or run until Dallen got him sorted out.Then, oh how his life had changed!
Becoming a Trainee had changed his life so dramatically that he sometimes thought he had
become an entirely different person.Take the food. No more thin cabbage soup and bread that
was mostly chaff, or even sawdust. No more digging into garbage pits and the pig-slop for food
that was too spoiled for the people living in the “big house.” As a mine-slavey, his highest
ambition had been to hit a richer vein of “sparklies” to earn himself one more tiny piece of bread
than anyone else had.And the living conditions. No more sleeping in a pit on rotting straw in a
heap of other dirty children. Or trying to keep warm with only a thin blanket and the body heat of
the rest. Or wrapping his feet in straw and rags because you hadn’t ever put a pair of shoes on
your feet. No more chilblains. The Trainees here, at least so far, didn’t even know what a chilblain
was!And no more spending virtually every waking hour on his belly in a mine shaft, chipping out
gemstones by hand, penalized by having some of his food withheld when the “take” wasn’t good
enough—as if he had any control over what the rock yielded to him!That was the biggest change
of all, at least, on the inside of him. Now he was using his head for thinking and learning all the
time. His world had gone from the confines of the mine and yard to—well—a whole world. His
days were spent doing things that were difficult but rewarding, and there was no punishment
meted out if he wasn’t good at them. Instead of punishment, he got help.Unbelievable.No, the
others had no idea how good they had things here.And to be honest, he didn’t want them to
know, the way he knew. No one should have to live like that.But the differences between his life
and theirs still made the adjustment hard for him in ways he suspected no one really understood.
He didn’t even understand it, except that he was always in a state of vague discomfort except
when he was alone with Dallen. He felt like a kitten being raised by chickens. It was obvious that
no one here reacted the way he did to things, and everyone here knew from their own
experience how people were supposed to treat each other.He hadn’t been raised like a human
being, he’d been raised like—no, worse than—an animal. He knew how to read and write,
because it was the law, and the owners of the mine he’d worked at grudgingly made sure the
children learned that much, but he didn’t really know how to conduct himself among people who
had what he now knew were “normal” lives.He stumbled and fell in so many situations that
required an understanding of how people were supposed to be. That got him in trouble—or at
least, garnered him odd looks—so many times in a day that he didn’t bother to keep track. He
was never quite sure of exactly what it was he had done or said when he violated some code or
guideline for behavior that others just took for granted. At least, not until after the fact when
Dallen would explain it to him.And no matter what he did, how much he learned about behaving
like other people did, simply because he was so grateful for the smallest of things—and so
completely unused to them—he often had the feeling he was never going to fit in.He’d been a
Trainee for months now, and he still felt as if he was running in a race in which he would never
catch up. That no matter how hard he tried, everyone else was always going to be smarter,



faster, stronger than he ever would be. It went without saying that everyone, from the lowest
servant to the highest in the land, was used to simply having more things than he did. The most
that one of the mine children could claim was a ragged scrap of a blanket, and then only if
someone bigger didn’t take it. The idea that he actually owned things was sometimes
preposterous to him. Under it all was a fear he could never quite shake, that someone would find
him out and it would all be taken away from him. That fear had faded over the months, but it was
still there, an undercurrent to everything.:You know, all I can do is to keep telling you is that you
do belong here, I Chose correctly, and no one is ever going to send you away,: Dallen said,
breathing warm hay-scented breath into his hair affectionately. :Eventually I’ll wear all that away,
like water wearing away a rock.:Mags sighed, and patted Dallen’s neck. Even Dallen didn’t quite
understand it. He couldn’t help it. This was the way he had lived forever and ever, and . . . maybe
the rock was just too hard to wear away.And then there was . . . well, his position here. Most of
the people around him, his fellow Trainees in particular, were used to a lot of deference from
those of lesser rank, and of course, most folk outside the Collegium were of lesser rank. They
were self-assured, they expected that people would speak to them respectfully. He was in the
habit of expecting as many blows as words, and no one, ever, had spoken to him with respect
until he had put on Grays.The Trainees were used to treating each other with a casualness that
came hard to him, while he had to battle to keep from giving them the same deference the
servants gave them. That, of course, was viewed as “sucking up.”And last of all, he truly admired
the Heralds, and many of the older Trainees. He really wanted them to know that. They had
earned his admiration. Hellfires, the Heralds had saved him and all the younglings at that mine!
Life was short there at the best of times . . . at the worst, well “accidents” had happened to the
youngsters who got the least little bit rebellious. There were always more unwanted orphans to
replace them.Manners, deference, knowing how to act around other people, all these things
were absolutely alien to your thinking when you had grown up fighting over kitchen scraps, and
sucking up was a way to keep from getting beaten. There had been plenty of times at the mine
when he would happily have done almost any degrading thing in order to get just a little more
food, or a blanket that was a tiny bit larger. Anything. So how could he relate to people who
thought he was trying to curry favor when he was only thinking how much he appreciated being
here?But there was one thing he could always count on. Somehow Dallen always managed to
make him feel better, no matter what happened, no matter what faux pas he managed to
commit.And the moments when he was sure he would never, ever go into Whites were getting
fewer. Most of the time he thought he was actually getting close to acting like everyone else,
even if he didn’t actually feel like everyone else.:Just keep on acting. Pretend long enough that
you belong, and eventually even you will believe it.: Dallan nudged him with his nose. :You might
also think about that spot right under my chin . . . :He grinned a little, and gently ran the bristles of
the brush along his Companion’s chin. Having Dallen as a comforting and persistent presence in
the back of his mind kept him steady. It was only when the invisible pressure got too much that
he needed to physically come to Dallen for relief.Just now, the trigger that had sent him here had



been a brush of a resentful thought that he was somehow trying to become the teacher’s pet,
when in fact all he was doing was trying to stay even with everyone else in class. He couldn’t
help it. He was grateful to the teacher for taking the extra time to explain. Why was saying so
wrong?“You allus make me feel good,” he murmured to Dallen’s shoulder. “I dunno why you don’
get tired of me.”:I’ll forgive you if you actually hand over that apple pie that you promised,: said
Dallen, nosing at Mags’ pocket urgently. :You know pocket pies are far and away best when still
warm, and you said you’d bring an extra from lunch.:Happy to have something to take him away
from thoughts that were always uncomfortable, Mags reached into his pocket and pulled out the
two small rectangular pastries—a special treat for the colder day from the kitchen staff. They
were a handy way to take the dessert out of the dining hall and eat it later, they kept your hands
warm, and the students always appreciated them. It took a little more effort to make the
individual pies, but then again, the dining hall tended to clear that much faster if the food was
taken out. That meant the dishes could be worked on faster, tables wiped, floor mopped and the
whole job done that much sooner. Everyone benefited.The door banged open again, showing
that Mags wasn’t the only Gray-wearer that had thought to take the chance of a few stolen
moments with his or her Companion. Possibly with an extra pie to share as well. Companions did
have a sweet tooth. He didn’t bother to see who it was; if they wanted to talk to him they’d
already know he was here. And if they wanted privacy he wasn’t going to invade it.Mags
watched the pie vanish as Dallen practically inhaled it.“I got no idea why you like ’em so much,”
he said, “considerin’ that you couldn’t possibly taste it. I’d be surprised if it e’en touched yer
tongue.”Mags took a bite out of his own pie. It was delicious; it tasted as if the apples had been
picked today, which was remarkable, considering it was probably made from dried apples from
last year. The head cook did pride himself on making food for well over a hundred people still
taste as though it was made for a small family meal. He almost always succeeded. Luncheon
today, for instance . . . Mags licked his lips, thinking about it. Thick bean soup with bacon in it,
winter greens cooked with ham hocks, lots of bread so fresh from the oven it burned your hands
a little as you cut open the rolls and spread them with butter. “Good plain food and plenty of it is
what these younglings need,” was what he’d overheard the man saying. “And if the highborn are
too good for it, they can go and eat elsewhere.” Well, if this was “good, plain food,” he really
didn’t want to eat with the highborn. His head would probably explode.And, of course, after this
luncheon there had been the pocket pies waiting to be taken away at the door instead of regular
pies on the table. There were always pies. The cook reckoned pie was a good way to share out
fruit now that it was winter, and make it last. Another undreamed-of luxury. At the mine, the only
time he ever tasted anything sweet was chewing the ends of clover-blossoms, stealing honey
from a wild-bee nest, or grubbing something sweet and burned out of the pig-food.:I taste my pie
just fine, thank you. So, do you feel that you are getting on in classes now?: asked Dallen, his
enormous tongue licking teeth and lips and curling up around his nose in an effort to retrieve
every crumb and speck of sugar, honey and spices. :Sometimes it’s hard to separate your
general air of anxiety from things you and I genuinely need to address.::Not doing too badly,:



responded the boy in kind, thinking, as he took another bite from the pastry, how he was glad to
be able to use Mindspeech. It allowed him to “talk” and eat at the same time. :I think I’m gettin’
better at the history. An’ I like figurin’, but today they started givin’ us this stuff they call geometry,
an’ it just makes my head spin. Lena’s not as much help there as she is with history. I can’t
imagine why we need anythin’ past sums and all. I ain’t going to be an artificer!: The thought of
the morning maths class made him sweat a little. Angles and unknowns and calculations, and
nothing as straightforward as adding or subtracting.:No, you aren’t, but you still need to have a
grasp of such things when you go out to the villages. It’s not just artificers that need geometry. It’s
part of a Herald’s duty to reset boundary markers after a flood or some other disaster, and to
check them when there is a dispute over land.: Dallen nodded thoughtfully, and Mags got one of
those mental glimpses of a Herald—as usual, someone he didn’t know—laboring over
calculations, then going out to reset boundary stones while two farmers watched him, waiting for
the slightest hint of favoritism. :All too often, especially well away from Haven, a Herald is the
closest thing to an expert that some villager may have to depend upon for help. That’s why, for
example, you take quite a lot of wound-tending and basic healing classes. Nobody expects you
to be a Healer—but there might be times when someone is hurt, and you’re all they’ve got.:Try
as he might, he couldn’t picture himself in that position of authority. It still made his brow knit, and
sometimes his head hurt, to think that some day someone would be depending on, listening to,
him. Impossible. Who would ever believe in him?:I believe in you. And anyway, it’s not whether
people believe in you, personally. When you turn up on Circuit, they won’t know you, and they
don’t have to. They believe in the uniform and what the uniform represents. They don’t care who
is inside that uniform as long as he makes good decisions, because the uniform is what they
trust.:Mags chewed thoughtfully, and swallowed. There was one thing he could imagine himself
doing. He could easily see himself standing between danger and people who couldn’t defend
themselves. After all, he’d already done that, hadn’t he? He’d put himself in danger to save Bear.
And before that . . . he’d given all the information that the Heralds needed to shut down the mine
and save the rest of the slaveys.He shuddered involuntarily when he thought of the revenge his
old master might take, if ever he discovered who had betrayed him, and said, with forced levity, “I
reckon I might, one day, need th’ healin’ stuff for m’self. I heerd wha’ th’ real Heralds call th’
Whites. ‘Oh Shoot Me Now.’ ”Oh yes. Being a Herald was dangerous. Sometimes he was glad of
that . . . it was rather like an “I have good news and bad news” scenario. “The good news is that
you are going to be respected and all your needs and wants will be taken care of forever. The
bad news is that your new name is ‘Target.’ ” Sometimes he was relieved because he just could
not bring himself to believe in this life unless there was a steep cost attached.And sometimes he
was terrified. So despite his casual words, there was a little chill down his neck when he thought
about using the Healing skills he was getting on himself. It had gotten dreadfully close to that
when he’d helped save Bear.Dallen gave Mags a piercing look. :I won’t pretend it’s not possible,
but it will be a good long time before you ever need to worry about being in that position. You
have years of learning ahead of you. And who knows? You might end up being stationed in



Haven or some other city and never go out on circuit at all. All right?:Dallen’s mind-voice had an
undertone of anxiety. Mags smiled, and rubbed his cheek against his Companion’s neck. “I’m not
gonna worrit ’bout it. Just—s’ppose ’tis a good reason t’ keep payin’ more attention in harder
classes, belike. ’Specially if they involve bandages!” He laughed a little. “I got a long ways t’ go
afore I’m catched up wi’ ev’one else, anyway. By time I get Whites, I’ll prolly be white-haired t’
match!”He worked on Dallen until the Companion’s thick winter coat was as soft and clean as
the down from a new pillow, and his mane and tail as shiny as silk. He carefully saved away all
the long mane and tail hairs for later braiding, now that he knew just how much people valued
the little trinkets Dallen had taught him to make with Companion and horse-hair. He even had a
little net-bag hung up on a nail in the stall to collect the hair in. He’d wind what he collected into a
little circle and carefully stick it into the bag, as he did now.With Dallen clean and under his
blanket again, Mags looked out of the stall. “ ’Tween you and me, when I come in like that, Rolan
looked as though I’d spoilt his best chat-up lines. Was he on ’bout business—or
pleasure?”Behind him, Dallen made a noise that closely resembled a snicker. :It wouldn’t
surprise me in the least if you did interrupt him flirting, you know. Not that he would ever come off
his dignity to admit it. I’m pretty sure that most of the mares have a crush on him.:Mags turned
and cocked his head. “Reckon he’s poachin’ in yer woods, Dallen?” He grinned.Again the
stallion snickered. :I’ll have you know that, pure resplendent perfection that I am, I’m in no
danger of losing a light’o’love even to Rolan. It’s not as if I’m languishing away in this this box
waiting for you to visit.: He managed to curvette and prance in place like a showy parade
horse.Mags had to laugh.:Though I must admit that it does help that you are so attentive with the
grooming. It puts the polish on what is already exquisite.: Dallen curved his neck and struck a
pose.“An’ modest too!” Mags chuckled.:But of course. It is part of what makes me so lovable.:
Dallen batted his enormous blue eyes at Mags.He had to chuckle even more. “I swear, yer
worse’n one’a them court fellers. Next thing, ye’ll be wantin’ me t’ find ye a silk’n’velvet blanket
’cause wool just don’t show off yer coat good ’nough.”:Hmm. You think?: Dallen paused just long
enough for Mags to begin to wonder if his Companion was serious, then whickered his
laughter. :I shall recommend one to Rolan. He’ll need it to compete with me.:“Rolan’s gonna pull
yer tail off one ’a these days.” Mags shook his head. “I dunno why he ain’t yet.”:Because no
matter how miffed he pretends to be with me, he likes my tweaking his vanity. And I like to let him
get all huffy with me. It’s how we muddle along.:That was a word that was unfamiliar. He shook
his head. “Muddle along? Whassat mean?”:Muddling along is an art form, dear boy. It’s the great
secret to life. You can’t plan for everything, so you take the good and the bad and cope as they
happen and even though life gets muddled you somehow manage to get by.:Mags thought about
that. It was true that he mostly lived in the moment, without thinking about good or bad times, at
least not on purpose. But that was because when he thought about such things, then although
the times were good, there was always, somewhere under everything, a feeling of certainty that
they couldn’t go on being good. All his experience had taught him that. So was that, just thinking
about today and not worrying too much about tomorrow, what Dallen meant by “muddling



along?”:Not exactly,: the Companion corrected. :You get hope in the bad times that there are
better ahead, and there are. You temper the good times with plans for the future because you
know there will be bad ones. And, sadly, there will always be bad times; it’s in the nature of
things.:Well he could certainly agree with that.Dallen nudged him. :The rule is that most things
don’t matter as much as you might think. So long as you keep that firmly in mind, then neither foe
nor loving but misguided friend can hurt you—at least not so badly that you can’t recover.:Mags
regarded him dubiously.:We’re none of us quite so sure of our place in the world that we can’t be
rocked off our feet by bad times. It’s the getting back up again that counts. Not that you fall, but
getting back up again counts for more in the long run.:Mags snorted. “You ought to set up shop
in the Mindhealer’s area and charge a penny a customer with all that.”Dallen raised his head and
looked regal. :You can mock. But answer me one important question, if you will.:Mags
nodded.Dallen lowered his head and looked his young trainee hard in the eye. :Are you actually
going to eat that other half of your pie?: he queried, pointedly. :Because if you’re not . . . :Mags
sighed, then laughed, and gave it to him.1MAGS slapped the palm of his hand against the blue-
painted wood of the stable door, and it banged open, whacking into the frame as Mags hurried
through it. The noise echoed through the stable, startling the Companions that were huddled
together in the aisle nearest the door into backing up a pace or two. Brick walls didn’t do much to
deaden sound. The chill wind that followed him through chased down his neck as the last icy
grasp of winter clawed at him. Behind him, a few stubborn patches of granular snow lingered at
the bases of trees and under bushes, but most of the ground was bare, which was a welcome
relief after a winter season that seemed as if it would never end. The huge blizzard that had
virtually closed down Haven, Palace and all, had been followed by snowfall after snowfall until
Mags began to wonder if spring was ever coming.Then, finally, the snow stopped, and began to
melt. And now the weather was changing, but winter was definitely not going quietly.
Occasionally a frigid wind showed that it wasn’t quite done yet.Mags pushed the door closed,
leaning into it as the wind whistled around the edges, before the spring latch dropped into place
with a snick. He took a long deep breath of the comforting smell of the Companions’ stable;
clean straw, clean “horse,” a hint of damp wool, another hint of woodsmoke. If “home” had a
scent, this was it.All of the pristine white “horses” in the building looked in his direction for a
moment before going back to whatever it was they had been doing. For a moment, Mags was
the focus of a sea of blue eyes.The largest stallion in the building, who had presumably been
chatting with two other Companions in the middle of the aisle between the stalls, gave him a
long look down his aristocratic nose that Mags read as disapproving.Bad manners to interrupt.
Just Not Done. Besides, You Let The Cold Wind In. Also Not Done. Hmph. It wasn’t in
Mindspeech, but it might just as well have been. The stallion’s ears were slightly laid back and
he swished his tail in irritation.“Sorry, Rolan,” Mags said quickly, ducking his head as the King’s
Own Companion continued to give him the Stern Look of the Elder. He strolled under the
watchful gaze down to the end stall near the door to his own small room and came face to face
with his own Companion, Dallen. Horses—or Companions—couldn’t grin, but he sensed more



than a little amusement from his bondmate.:Don’t worry about Rolan; he likes to think that he
stands in one place and the universe revolves around him,: Dallen said. Dallen’s blue eyes
shone with amusement, and while one ear twitched in Mags’ direction, the other pointed back
toward Rolan.A snort from the other side of the stable told Mags that Dallen hadn’t bothered to
keep that little comment “quiet.” Rather than Mindspeaking directly to Mags, Dallen had
communicated it openly so that every Companion in the stable could hear it. Mags grinned.
There were times when Dallen’s cheekiness didn’t just border on impudence, it jumped right into
the middle of impudence and splashed it all around.:Rolan’s just being prickly. People have been
banging through that door all day; and of course they let the freezing cold draft in every single
time it starts to get a little warmer.: Dallen reached over his shoulder and tugged his blue-and-
white blanket a little higher on his shoulders with his teeth. :This is why I am sporting my natty
little rug, here. Of course some people don’t want to wear their blankets because they can’t show
off their muscles, so when a draft roars in, they are the first to complain.:There were whickers
from all over the stable at that one. And another, louder snort. Mags smothered a giggle with
both hands.:THANK YOU FOR YOUR AMUSING OBSERVATIONS, DALLEN, : came a very
loud, ringing mind-voice, one that was probably heard all the way down to the edge of
Haven. :I’LL BE SURE TO RECOMMEND YOU FOR COURT JESTER.:Now there were
whickers from virtually every stall. Including from Dallan, who had no problem poking fun at
himself. Dallen tossed his head and somehow managed for just a moment to cross his ankles
and his eyes, inducing more giggles from Mags.:Until this weather breaks, when I don’t need to
be out with you I’m staying right here in my stall hugging the hay—it shields me a little from the
blast of cold air each time someone comes in,: Dallen continued complacently, as King’s Own
Companion Rolan went back to whatever important thing he had been discussing. :But I am well
known as a lazy lout.:“Not lazy,” Mags replied, getting a brush to get whatever invisible bits of dirt
and hay might be caught up in his Companion’s shining mane and tail. “Just practical. If I didn’
have to go back and forth t’ classes, I’d hole up in m’ room an’ not move till it got true-warm.” He
sighed a little. “Been so long since I seen a warm sun, I’m beginnin’ t’ disbelieve in it! Don’
wonder that Rolan’s tetchy.”Dallen nodded vigorously. :Oh I heartily agree with you. All those
days of dark cloud and endless snow made people depressed and edgy, and now I think maybe
some of us are losing our patience as well. It’s hard to be cooped up in here, knowing that Spring
is taking its time in getting here properly.: The stallion stretched, arcing his neck so that Mags
could get at all the itchy spots with the brush as he did so. :I’m not the only one wanting a nice
walk out on a lazy hot day with the sun blazing down. Too bad that won’t happen for at least a
couple of moons yet. And when I think about how it feels to have a good roll in long grass, and a
gallop on a warm summer night—bah, I start to feel out of sorts too. Especially when I think
about those gallops on summer nights, because I do look so splendid by moonlight!:Mags had
to smile at that, and his mood lifted. He leaned into Dallen’s neck and continued to brush, letting
the motion soothe them both. It had been another slightly edgy day for him, and maybe Dallen
was right about people being out of sorts because they were cooped up. He couldn’t understand



why—well, he couldn’t until he thought about it from the point of view of the other Trainees. Most
of them thought being “forced” to stay warm and indoors was a trial, and not a hitherto
unimaginable luxury . . . actually he was probably the only one who felt that every day was spent
in luxury.Eh, not quite. There’s a couple from sheep-country. An’ a couple farmers. An’ that gal
whose da is a blacksmith . . .Still, he was the only Trainee who came from what—to the others—
was unimaginable poverty. The vast majority of the Trainees came from the highborn families, or
at the very least, the prosperous. Even the poorest shepherd was appalled when he heard about
the conditions Mags and the other younglings with him had endured.People were always
complaining about something—the food, the work, the beds, the uniforms didn’t fit, their rooms
were too hot or too cold, or so-and-so was too hard a teacher. Sometimes he wondered if they
just made things up to complain about.Whereas . . . he was grateful to wake up in any kind of
bed at all. Doubly grateful that it was a warm bed in a warm room, a clean warm bed on top of all
of that.For most of his life, his bed had been filthy straw in a hole under the barn floor, and a
blanket more holes than cloth, a bed he shared with a dozen other slave-children. It had never
been warm, even in the heat of summer. It had never been clean.He had never been clean, not
even when they were all given the rare good meal and apparent good treatment on the occasion
of a show visit to satisfy those who were supposed to ensure their well-being. Baths? Never
heard of them. The only time dirt got washed off was by accident, as he worked the sluices,
washing the gravel from the mine for tiny bits of gemstone.Having a warm, soft bed—that was
obvious, of course anyone would like that. But following his rescue and subsequent “civilizing,”
he had quickly discovered he liked being clean. And after that first bath it had just gotten better,
although initially the experience had terrified him.To put on clean clothing that wasn’t rags, eat
good food that filled you up—it was, by the standards he had grown up with, the stuff of which
dreams were made. No, not even dreams. When he’d been a slave, he hadn’t even known that
such things were possible, so how could he have dreamed about them?Dallen was the reason
all this had happened to him. Dallen had Chosen him, Dallen had come for him, and when the
Companion couldn’t get him away from the man that had kept him and the others in terrible
slavery, Dallen had fetched help in the form of another Herald—Jakyr.Of course, at the time,
Mags had been as terrified of the Herald as he was of his master, though in a way that had been
good, because his fear had kept him too paralyzed to move or run until Dallen got him sorted
out.Then, oh how his life had changed!Becoming a Trainee had changed his life so dramatically
that he sometimes thought he had become an entirely different person.Take the food. No more
thin cabbage soup and bread that was mostly chaff, or even sawdust. No more digging into
garbage pits and the pig-slop for food that was too spoiled for the people living in the “big
house.” As a mine-slavey, his highest ambition had been to hit a richer vein of “sparklies” to earn
himself one more tiny piece of bread than anyone else had.And the living conditions. No more
sleeping in a pit on rotting straw in a heap of other dirty children. Or trying to keep warm with only
a thin blanket and the body heat of the rest. Or wrapping his feet in straw and rags because you
hadn’t ever put a pair of shoes on your feet. No more chilblains. The Trainees here, at least so



far, didn’t even know what a chilblain was!And no more spending virtually every waking hour on
his belly in a mine shaft, chipping out gemstones by hand, penalized by having some of his food
withheld when the “take” wasn’t good enough—as if he had any control over what the rock
yielded to him!That was the biggest change of all, at least, on the inside of him. Now he was
using his head for thinking and learning all the time. His world had gone from the confines of the
mine and yard to—well—a whole world. His days were spent doing things that were difficult but
rewarding, and there was no punishment meted out if he wasn’t good at them. Instead of
punishment, he got help.Unbelievable.No, the others had no idea how good they had things
here.And to be honest, he didn’t want them to know, the way he knew. No one should have to
live like that.But the differences between his life and theirs still made the adjustment hard for him
in ways he suspected no one really understood. He didn’t even understand it, except that he was
always in a state of vague discomfort except when he was alone with Dallen. He felt like a kitten
being raised by chickens. It was obvious that no one here reacted the way he did to things, and
everyone here knew from their own experience how people were supposed to treat each
other.He hadn’t been raised like a human being, he’d been raised like—no, worse than—an
animal. He knew how to read and write, because it was the law, and the owners of the mine he’d
worked at grudgingly made sure the children learned that much, but he didn’t really know how to
conduct himself among people who had what he now knew were “normal” lives.He stumbled
and fell in so many situations that required an understanding of how people were supposed to
be. That got him in trouble—or at least, garnered him odd looks—so many times in a day that he
didn’t bother to keep track. He was never quite sure of exactly what it was he had done or said
when he violated some code or guideline for behavior that others just took for granted. At least,
not until after the fact when Dallen would explain it to him.And no matter what he did, how much
he learned about behaving like other people did, simply because he was so grateful for the
smallest of things—and so completely unused to them—he often had the feeling he was never
going to fit in.He’d been a Trainee for months now, and he still felt as if he was running in a race
in which he would never catch up. That no matter how hard he tried, everyone else was always
going to be smarter, faster, stronger than he ever would be. It went without saying that everyone,
from the lowest servant to the highest in the land, was used to simply having more things than he
did. The most that one of the mine children could claim was a ragged scrap of a blanket, and
then only if someone bigger didn’t take it. The idea that he actually owned things was sometimes
preposterous to him. Under it all was a fear he could never quite shake, that someone would find
him out and it would all be taken away from him. That fear had faded over the months, but it was
still there, an undercurrent to everything.:You know, all I can do is to keep telling you is that you
do belong here, I Chose correctly, and no one is ever going to send you away,: Dallen said,
breathing warm hay-scented breath into his hair affectionately. :Eventually I’ll wear all that away,
like water wearing away a rock.:Mags sighed, and patted Dallen’s neck. Even Dallen didn’t quite
understand it. He couldn’t help it. This was the way he had lived forever and ever, and . . . maybe
the rock was just too hard to wear away.And then there was . . . well, his position here. Most of



the people around him, his fellow Trainees in particular, were used to a lot of deference from
those of lesser rank, and of course, most folk outside the Collegium were of lesser rank. They
were self-assured, they expected that people would speak to them respectfully. He was in the
habit of expecting as many blows as words, and no one, ever, had spoken to him with respect
until he had put on Grays.The Trainees were used to treating each other with a casualness that
came hard to him, while he had to battle to keep from giving them the same deference the
servants gave them. That, of course, was viewed as “sucking up.”And last of all, he truly admired
the Heralds, and many of the older Trainees. He really wanted them to know that. They had
earned his admiration. Hellfires, the Heralds had saved him and all the younglings at that mine!
Life was short there at the best of times . . . at the worst, well “accidents” had happened to the
youngsters who got the least little bit rebellious. There were always more unwanted orphans to
replace them.Manners, deference, knowing how to act around other people, all these things
were absolutely alien to your thinking when you had grown up fighting over kitchen scraps, and
sucking up was a way to keep from getting beaten. There had been plenty of times at the mine
when he would happily have done almost any degrading thing in order to get just a little more
food, or a blanket that was a tiny bit larger. Anything. So how could he relate to people who
thought he was trying to curry favor when he was only thinking how much he appreciated being
here?But there was one thing he could always count on. Somehow Dallen always managed to
make him feel better, no matter what happened, no matter what faux pas he managed to
commit.And the moments when he was sure he would never, ever go into Whites were getting
fewer. Most of the time he thought he was actually getting close to acting like everyone else,
even if he didn’t actually feel like everyone else.:Just keep on acting. Pretend long enough that
you belong, and eventually even you will believe it.: Dallan nudged him with his nose. :You might
also think about that spot right under my chin . . . :He grinned a little, and gently ran the bristles of
the brush along his Companion’s chin. Having Dallen as a comforting and persistent presence in
the back of his mind kept him steady. It was only when the invisible pressure got too much that
he needed to physically come to Dallen for relief.Just now, the trigger that had sent him here had
been a brush of a resentful thought that he was somehow trying to become the teacher’s pet,
when in fact all he was doing was trying to stay even with everyone else in class. He couldn’t
help it. He was grateful to the teacher for taking the extra time to explain. Why was saying so
wrong?“You allus make me feel good,” he murmured to Dallen’s shoulder. “I dunno why you don’
get tired of me.”:I’ll forgive you if you actually hand over that apple pie that you promised,: said
Dallen, nosing at Mags’ pocket urgently. :You know pocket pies are far and away best when still
warm, and you said you’d bring an extra from lunch.:Happy to have something to take him away
from thoughts that were always uncomfortable, Mags reached into his pocket and pulled out the
two small rectangular pastries—a special treat for the colder day from the kitchen staff. They
were a handy way to take the dessert out of the dining hall and eat it later, they kept your hands
warm, and the students always appreciated them. It took a little more effort to make the
individual pies, but then again, the dining hall tended to clear that much faster if the food was



taken out. That meant the dishes could be worked on faster, tables wiped, floor mopped and the
whole job done that much sooner. Everyone benefited.The door banged open again, showing
that Mags wasn’t the only Gray-wearer that had thought to take the chance of a few stolen
moments with his or her Companion. Possibly with an extra pie to share as well. Companions did
have a sweet tooth. He didn’t bother to see who it was; if they wanted to talk to him they’d
already know he was here. And if they wanted privacy he wasn’t going to invade it.Mags
watched the pie vanish as Dallen practically inhaled it.“I got no idea why you like ’em so much,”
he said, “considerin’ that you couldn’t possibly taste it. I’d be surprised if it e’en touched yer
tongue.”Mags took a bite out of his own pie. It was delicious; it tasted as if the apples had been
picked today, which was remarkable, considering it was probably made from dried apples from
last year. The head cook did pride himself on making food for well over a hundred people still
taste as though it was made for a small family meal. He almost always succeeded. Luncheon
today, for instance . . . Mags licked his lips, thinking about it. Thick bean soup with bacon in it,
winter greens cooked with ham hocks, lots of bread so fresh from the oven it burned your hands
a little as you cut open the rolls and spread them with butter. “Good plain food and plenty of it is
what these younglings need,” was what he’d overheard the man saying. “And if the highborn are
too good for it, they can go and eat elsewhere.” Well, if this was “good, plain food,” he really
didn’t want to eat with the highborn. His head would probably explode.And, of course, after this
luncheon there had been the pocket pies waiting to be taken away at the door instead of regular
pies on the table. There were always pies. The cook reckoned pie was a good way to share out
fruit now that it was winter, and make it last. Another undreamed-of luxury. At the mine, the only
time he ever tasted anything sweet was chewing the ends of clover-blossoms, stealing honey
from a wild-bee nest, or grubbing something sweet and burned out of the pig-food.:I taste my pie
just fine, thank you. So, do you feel that you are getting on in classes now?: asked Dallen, his
enormous tongue licking teeth and lips and curling up around his nose in an effort to retrieve
every crumb and speck of sugar, honey and spices. :Sometimes it’s hard to separate your
general air of anxiety from things you and I genuinely need to address.::Not doing too badly,:
responded the boy in kind, thinking, as he took another bite from the pastry, how he was glad to
be able to use Mindspeech. It allowed him to “talk” and eat at the same time. :I think I’m gettin’
better at the history. An’ I like figurin’, but today they started givin’ us this stuff they call geometry,
an’ it just makes my head spin. Lena’s not as much help there as she is with history. I can’t
imagine why we need anythin’ past sums and all. I ain’t going to be an artificer!: The thought of
the morning maths class made him sweat a little. Angles and unknowns and calculations, and
nothing as straightforward as adding or subtracting.:No, you aren’t, but you still need to have a
grasp of such things when you go out to the villages. It’s not just artificers that need geometry. It’s
part of a Herald’s duty to reset boundary markers after a flood or some other disaster, and to
check them when there is a dispute over land.: Dallen nodded thoughtfully, and Mags got one of
those mental glimpses of a Herald—as usual, someone he didn’t know—laboring over
calculations, then going out to reset boundary stones while two farmers watched him, waiting for



the slightest hint of favoritism. :All too often, especially well away from Haven, a Herald is the
closest thing to an expert that some villager may have to depend upon for help. That’s why, for
example, you take quite a lot of wound-tending and basic healing classes. Nobody expects you
to be a Healer—but there might be times when someone is hurt, and you’re all they’ve got.:Try
as he might, he couldn’t picture himself in that position of authority. It still made his brow knit, and
sometimes his head hurt, to think that some day someone would be depending on, listening to,
him. Impossible. Who would ever believe in him?:I believe in you. And anyway, it’s not whether
people believe in you, personally. When you turn up on Circuit, they won’t know you, and they
don’t have to. They believe in the uniform and what the uniform represents. They don’t care who
is inside that uniform as long as he makes good decisions, because the uniform is what they
trust.:Mags chewed thoughtfully, and swallowed. There was one thing he could imagine himself
doing. He could easily see himself standing between danger and people who couldn’t defend
themselves. After all, he’d already done that, hadn’t he? He’d put himself in danger to save Bear.
And before that . . . he’d given all the information that the Heralds needed to shut down the mine
and save the rest of the slaveys.He shuddered involuntarily when he thought of the revenge his
old master might take, if ever he discovered who had betrayed him, and said, with forced levity, “I
reckon I might, one day, need th’ healin’ stuff for m’self. I heerd wha’ th’ real Heralds call th’
Whites. ‘Oh Shoot Me Now.’ ”Oh yes. Being a Herald was dangerous. Sometimes he was glad of
that . . . it was rather like an “I have good news and bad news” scenario. “The good news is that
you are going to be respected and all your needs and wants will be taken care of forever. The
bad news is that your new name is ‘Target.’ ” Sometimes he was relieved because he just could
not bring himself to believe in this life unless there was a steep cost attached.And sometimes he
was terrified. So despite his casual words, there was a little chill down his neck when he thought
about using the Healing skills he was getting on himself. It had gotten dreadfully close to that
when he’d helped save Bear.Dallen gave Mags a piercing look. :I won’t pretend it’s not possible,
but it will be a good long time before you ever need to worry about being in that position. You
have years of learning ahead of you. And who knows? You might end up being stationed in
Haven or some other city and never go out on circuit at all. All right?:Dallen’s mind-voice had an
undertone of anxiety. Mags smiled, and rubbed his cheek against his Companion’s neck. “I’m not
gonna worrit ’bout it. Just—s’ppose ’tis a good reason t’ keep payin’ more attention in harder
classes, belike. ’Specially if they involve bandages!” He laughed a little. “I got a long ways t’ go
afore I’m catched up wi’ ev’one else, anyway. By time I get Whites, I’ll prolly be white-haired t’
match!”He worked on Dallen until the Companion’s thick winter coat was as soft and clean as
the down from a new pillow, and his mane and tail as shiny as silk. He carefully saved away all
the long mane and tail hairs for later braiding, now that he knew just how much people valued
the little trinkets Dallen had taught him to make with Companion and horse-hair. He even had a
little net-bag hung up on a nail in the stall to collect the hair in. He’d wind what he collected into a
little circle and carefully stick it into the bag, as he did now.With Dallen clean and under his
blanket again, Mags looked out of the stall. “ ’Tween you and me, when I come in like that, Rolan



looked as though I’d spoilt his best chat-up lines. Was he on ’bout business—or
pleasure?”Behind him, Dallen made a noise that closely resembled a snicker. :It wouldn’t
surprise me in the least if you did interrupt him flirting, you know. Not that he would ever come off
his dignity to admit it. I’m pretty sure that most of the mares have a crush on him.:Mags turned
and cocked his head. “Reckon he’s poachin’ in yer woods, Dallen?” He grinned.Again the
stallion snickered. :I’ll have you know that, pure resplendent perfection that I am, I’m in no
danger of losing a light’o’love even to Rolan. It’s not as if I’m languishing away in this this box
waiting for you to visit.: He managed to curvette and prance in place like a showy parade
horse.Mags had to laugh.:Though I must admit that it does help that you are so attentive with the
grooming. It puts the polish on what is already exquisite.: Dallen curved his neck and struck a
pose.“An’ modest too!” Mags chuckled.:But of course. It is part of what makes me so lovable.:
Dallen batted his enormous blue eyes at Mags.He had to chuckle even more. “I swear, yer
worse’n one’a them court fellers. Next thing, ye’ll be wantin’ me t’ find ye a silk’n’velvet blanket
’cause wool just don’t show off yer coat good ’nough.”:Hmm. You think?: Dallen paused just long
enough for Mags to begin to wonder if his Companion was serious, then whickered his
laughter. :I shall recommend one to Rolan. He’ll need it to compete with me.:“Rolan’s gonna pull
yer tail off one ’a these days.” Mags shook his head. “I dunno why he ain’t yet.”:Because no
matter how miffed he pretends to be with me, he likes my tweaking his vanity. And I like to let him
get all huffy with me. It’s how we muddle along.:That was a word that was unfamiliar. He shook
his head. “Muddle along? Whassat mean?”:Muddling along is an art form, dear boy. It’s the great
secret to life. You can’t plan for everything, so you take the good and the bad and cope as they
happen and even though life gets muddled you somehow manage to get by.:Mags thought about
that. It was true that he mostly lived in the moment, without thinking about good or bad times, at
least not on purpose. But that was because when he thought about such things, then although
the times were good, there was always, somewhere under everything, a feeling of certainty that
they couldn’t go on being good. All his experience had taught him that. So was that, just thinking
about today and not worrying too much about tomorrow, what Dallen meant by “muddling
along?”:Not exactly,: the Companion corrected. :You get hope in the bad times that there are
better ahead, and there are. You temper the good times with plans for the future because you
know there will be bad ones. And, sadly, there will always be bad times; it’s in the nature of
things.:Well he could certainly agree with that.Dallen nudged him. :The rule is that most things
don’t matter as much as you might think. So long as you keep that firmly in mind, then neither foe
nor loving but misguided friend can hurt you—at least not so badly that you can’t recover.:Mags
regarded him dubiously.:We’re none of us quite so sure of our place in the world that we can’t be
rocked off our feet by bad times. It’s the getting back up again that counts. Not that you fall, but
getting back up again counts for more in the long run.:Mags snorted. “You ought to set up shop
in the Mindhealer’s area and charge a penny a customer with all that.”Dallen raised his head and
looked regal. :You can mock. But answer me one important question, if you will.:Mags
nodded.Dallen lowered his head and looked his young trainee hard in the eye. :Are you actually



going to eat that other half of your pie?: he queried, pointedly. :Because if you’re not . . . :Mags
sighed, then laughed, and gave it to him.2WHEN Mags left the stables, he hadn’t so much as a
hint of a crumb anywhere about his person. Dallen had even made big eyes at him until he
turned all his pockets out, proving there wasn’t even a fragment of crust left. As he pulled the
door closed against the wind, he caught a glimpse of someone approaching out of the corner of
his eye. He turned, and saw an older man, a full Herald, in pristine whites, walking toward the
stable door. He was holding a half-eaten pocket pie in one hand. Mags grinned at him.“I see yer
had the same idea I had,” he announced. “Don’t let my Companion—Dallen—see ye have that,
or ye might lose it. And fingers too.”The Herald blinked in surprise, and then let out a rich mellow
laugh. “Ah, you’re Dallen’s Chosen? That would make you Mags, yes?” His cultured accent
showed that he was highborn, but he seemed quite relaxed and utterly friendly. Most of the time
when Mags saw a full Herald, unless it was a teacher, it was usually someone in a tearing
hurry.Mags nodded and smiled back, noticing that the man had curiously colored eyes, a very
light gray. Silver, he would have said, if he’d been asked to put a name to it. They looked very
odd and striking with his dark hair. Mags wondered if he could be newly assigned as a teacher—
or perhaps just in from Circuit. There were new Heralds coming and going all the time.“We’ve
been hearing very good things about you, Trainee Mags.” The Herald nodded as if to emphasize
that he agreed with the assessment. “I’m glad I had the chance to run into you. You came to the
Collegium with no expectations, and no memory of how we used to teach trainees. Are your
classes going well under the new system? Is there anything about them that you think is giving
you and your fellow Trainees trouble?”Mags gave a surprised chuckle of his own; given how
many Heralds were still against the “new system,” he was pleased to find one that seemingly
wasn’t. More than that, he was pleased to find one that was actually interested in improving the
system rather than just criticizing it. “Well, I’m not as good at figurin’ past sums as I oughtta be, I
think. But I’m catchin up with folks ’n doing pretty good wi’ history, I reckon. If I was t’ say, though,
I reckon some on us, like me, yah, but some others too, needs extree help, an’ not all on us is
brass ’nuff t’ go find it. Them highborns, they kin go to ma or pa an’ say, ‘get me a tutor, eh?’ But
we cain’t. We cain’t pay fer ’em, an mostly we kinda shy off askin’ teachers.” He pondered a
moment longer. “So . . . mebbe jest find summun’s willin’ t’ give the help an’ hev’ ’em say ’bout it
in class? No hevin’ t’ ask fer help, nor tryin’ t’ find summun willin’ t’ give it, ’cause some on us is
shy ’bout askin’, or shamed t’ admit it. Jest hev summun a-waitin’ ina room after classes. An
them as needs the help jest shews up, an’ teacher’s there t’ get ’em over the rough spots.”The
older Herald nodded, looking oddly pleased. Mags had a nagging feeling of familiarity; he was
sure he’d seen this man before somewhere. Unfortunately, he realized he was at that awkward
point in the conversation where stopping to ask a name seemed a little odd. He groaned
inwardly. Proper manners were very hard. Would it be wrong to ask now?His hesitation cost him
his chance. The older Herald smiled. “Well said, and a fine idea. I’ll have a word with the right
people. I am even more pleased now to have run into you.”Mags flushed a little. “Eh, I jest say
things. Don’ mean I’m right. Jest say things ’cause I’m too dumb t’ know I shouldn’.”The Herald



laughed. “And there is a very wise saying that only the young are unsophisticated enough to see
past the mask to the truth and brave enough to speak it aloud. I’m sure we’ll be seeing each
other soon.” With that, he opened the door and went into the stable, leaving Mags staring after
him, still trying to pin down why he was so familiar.Then he shook his head and pelted for the
Collegium at a dead run, vaulting the fence around Companions’ Field rather than taking the
time to open the gate, and scrambling up the path with his book-rucksack banging on his
shoulders. Fortunately, his next class was at the nearer end of the building; he wasn’t the last
person to dash in through the door, though he was the last to fling himself behind his desk. Still,
Mags managed to arrive without being late, getting into place mere moments before the teacher
entered the classroom.The class itself took all of his concentration, and managed to drive all
thought of the odd encounter right out of his mind. It was one of “those” maths classes, the ones
where he was supposed to figure out angles and the like. It made his head hurt, he was
concentrating so hard, and feeling altogether like the stupidest person in the class. Sums were
so easy, but this . . . there were so many things he had to keep track of.Thank goodness the next
class was history. He was always ahead on history. It was—well, not logical, exactly, because
history was people, and people weren’t always logical. But it was like stories, there was a
beginning, a middle and an end.But as he was going into the door for his last class, he was
approached by a page boy and handed a piece of paper. It was a note from Herald Caelen, the
head of the Collegium, asking him if he’d come by after classes were over for the day.His first
thought, immediately, was what did I do wrong? His second was to think back to that encounter
at the stable with the Herald. What if the Herald had been offended at his forwardness? What if
he’d insulted the Herald by not addressing him by name? What if the Herald was one of those
who didn’t approve of the new system? What if he did, but was offended by Mags’ implied
criticism? His head spun, and he felt that all-too-familiar old reaction. Back in his old life, the only
reason someone in authority would want to see him would be because he was in trouble or that
someone was looking for a scapegoat to punish.He reminded himself that he wasn’t in his old
life. He’d never had that sort of thing happen to him here.But it was hard to break his old ways of
thought. He could all too easily imagine a hundred things he would have done or said wrong. As
he worried them all through, the class dragged along.He tried to reason with himself. Maybe
Caelen wanted to see him for a good reason rather than a bad one. Probably Caelen wanted to
see him for a good reason. Maybe that Herald had told Caelen he had a good idea, and Caelen
wanted to ask him about it. Finally he managed to convince himself that this was the most
probable—a sign that at least, if he had not overcome his instinctive reactions, he could finally
reason his way past them.Regardless, everything about the impending meeting kept him
distracted during a lesson that was not one of his best subjects. This was the language class,
and language, with all of its rules about grammar and spelling—made no sense to him. Nothing
about it was logical, and just when he thought he’d gotten a rule straight in his head, it all went
out with some exception or other. And as for his spelling, well, it was . . . creative.This generally
made for a long lesson at the best of times, and being preoccupied made it longer.At last the



teacher dismissed them, though unfortunately with a writing assignment. Just what he needed,
with his head all of a muddle. Mags wondered if Lena would help him put it together, and then
wondered if he was going to be too busy trying to make up for what he’d done wrong to ask
her.Once again, his mood dropped, and he had convinced himself that he was in trouble. He
pulled his books together into his shoulder bag, suddenly wishing the lesson had been even
longer. What could Caelen want?As he walked along the corridor, feeling as if he was under a
dark cloud, and wondering if he should pretend he never gotten the note, he felt a familiar
presence in the back of his head. :It’s probably not bad, you know,: his Companion assured
him, :I would have warned you if I’d seen you doing anything that was that bad. But you aren’t
going to find out unless you go.: There was an amused chuckle. :No matter what, you’ll muddle
through. Besides, how do you know Caelen isn’t going to thank you for coming up with a good
idea?:That was enough to lift his mood, at least a little. And give him enough courage to head for
Caelen’s office and knock tentatively on the door.“Come in,” called Caelen through the
door.Mags pushed it open. The block-like Herald was, as usual, rather buried in things on his
desk. There were sheafs of papers stacked precariously around him, and it was impossible to
tell which were things he was done with and which he had yet to work on. Mags blinked owlishly
at the piles. How did Caelen ever get through all the work that was piled on him? Every time he
thought that he was piled high with work, he would get a glimpse of what Caelen faced, and
know that the work of a Trainee was nothing.Caelen looked up and gave Mags a warm smile,
and then followed his gaze, and made a wry face. “Budgeting,” he sighed. He waved vaguely at
the piles. “I have to account for every penny spent in Herald’s Collegium, and my procrastination
has come back to bite me. Again.” He stabbed a finger at the paper in front of me. “It doesn’t help
that I have no idea sometimes what I’m signing for. Here it says we ordered a bale of dried
marrow root.” He rolled his eyes. “I have no idea what marrow root is, or, since this order is
missing half of its information, where it came from. And yet, I have to sign to say it’s justified. And
if someone comes to ask me what in heaven’s name I was thinking when I signed for it, I will be
sitting here looking like a fool.”Mags peered at the paper. “Bear would prob’ly know,” he
suggested, trying to be helpful.Caelen laughed. “Well, since he’s the one that put in the request
for it, I sincerely hope so. I gather it is something that he feels would do you lot good in the
winter.” He put aside the piece of paper, and looked Mags over. “You’re growing,” he noted,
nodding approvingly. “It’s good to see you filling out, considering the size you were when you
arrived. I won’t say you were the smallest Trainee we have ever had, but you were certainly the
thinnest, and certainly the shortest for your age.”Mags looked down at himself. “Can’ really help
it,” he said, shrugging. “Sorta happens all by itself.”The Herald rubbed his greying temples. “I
suppose it does,” he replied with a nod. “Well, that brings me to the reason I brought you up here.
I was reminded today that you are in a room that is usually used for the grooms that care for the
Companions, and I thought, now our building work was getting closer to completion that you
might like one of the newly built rooms that are free. It would get you out of the stables and in
with the other trainees.”Mags was shocked, and his jaw dropped. “Move away from Dallen?” he



asked, aghast.Caelen gave a chuckle. “I can see, if you put it like that, that it would be a wrench.
But it would stop you from standing out as . . .” he gave a wry smile, “the Trainee that we stuck off
in the stable.”“How’s that bad?” Mags asked, adding as an afterthought, “Sir? Not like it bothers
me.”“You’ll recall that bit of an altercation over you being there in the first place,” Caellen said
with a grimace. “You know already that there are many of the adults who would be certain any
boy out in a room alone far from adult supervision is certainly up to no good, Trainee or not.”Well
of all the things he’d heard here, that took the prize for making no sense. “But I got ’dult
supervision!” Mags protested. “Companions! Bunches on ’em! If I was t’ get t’ jiggerypokery, ye
know they’d be callin’ in t’ their Chosen!” He could just imagine it, too. Say, purloining a couple of
bottles of wine to try out what being drunk was like. He’d not get two cups into the first bottle
before half the Collegium, including all the teachers, would be at his door. And he didn’t even
want to think about what would happen if he was up to anything worse than that. And what
Dallen would say to him—he’d rather be whipped.Caelen shrugged. “You have a very good point
about the supervision. Well, if that is how you really feel, I won’t make you move. I thought a boy
your age would be a little worried about how the others might think of him. It might be thought a
little odd to be down there all alone. People are very likely to wonder why you are there, if there is
something, that makes you antisocial, or if—oh, say for example, your Mindspeech is less than
controlled, and we are keeping you apart from the others to prevent problems from it. Or as if you
are some sort of pariah, and we want to keep you away from the others to keep you from
contaminating them.”Mags shook his head. “If’n I can stay, I want to,” he stated firmly. “It ain’t like
I’m in the way. It’s the warm end o’ the stables, ’n I think the Companions like me being there. If
somethin’ was t’ happen, I’d be right there, ’fore even someun’s Chosen could or one’a the
grooms, ’cause the Chosen ’d haveta run down from Collegium an’ Dallen’d wake me afore a
groom knew there was aught wrong. I dun mind bein’ alone; I’d druther, actually. It’s quiet. Easy t’
study. Easy t’ sleep, ain’t no one larkin’ about an’ makin’ noise. I never had no privacy afore,
an’ . . . an’ I like bein’ where no one kin bother me. An’ I definit’ly like being next t’ Dallen.”“Well. I
suppose if you feel that strongly about it.” Caelen sighed. “I suppose it can’t hurt to have
someone in the stable as we come toward foaling season anyway. The Companions usually
keep everyone aware of when foaling is likely, but once in a while it’s a surprise.” He cocked his
head and looked Mags over. “I reckon you’ll be able to keep a level head in an emergency—and
of course, the Companions will help. Even though Dallen is a jokester, he’s solid in a crisis, I
understand.”Mags grinned with relief—and a little at hearing Dallen described as a “jokester.”
Evidently his “tweaking of Rolan’s tail” had gotten around. “Aye, sir. That I reckon ’e is.”Caelan
blinked. “You know—you are a little young for this, but something just occurred to me. I’ve
something I’d like you to consider adding to your lessons. It’s a good thought, actually, and
something that will . . . get you working with some of the other Trainees a good bit more.”:He
means he thinks you need to be socialized,: Dallen said wryly. :He thinks you ought to be
running about with a herd. That’s all right, he means well. And perhaps whatever it is he just
thought of will be fun. You have been sorely missing out on fun.:Caelan carried on, oblivious to



Dallen’s comments; well, after all, he couldn’t hear them. Companions rarely Mindspoke to
anyone but their Chosen. It was unusual that Rolan had let Mags hear his sarcastic remarks to
Dallen. “You and Dallen have an exceptionally close bond—I’m told your Mindspeech is
remarkably strong. According to your records you and Dallen are also two of the leaders in the
riding lessons. Those two things would make you a pair of ideal candidates for what I have in
mind.” The older Herald grinned like a young boy. “Think you’d be up to being part of a Kirball
team?”Mags frowned. “Kirball?” He’d heard the term bandied about, mostly during meals, but
hadn’t really gotten any notion of what it meant besides that it was some sort of game. A brand
new game, one that several of the Heralds themselves were devising for the Trainees—but Mags
had no idea what was involved. Well, other than the fact that, judging by the exuberant hand-
gestures and pantomime, it was probably going to be very exciting for those who were in it.“It’s a
new game that the Heralds are trying on the students this year. They are rebuilding the obstacle
course out in the field and running it over that. It’s part goal scoring, part capture-the-flag and
part team building.” Caelen was oblivious to the fact that none of this meant anything to Mags;
fortunately, Dallen quickly provided his Chosen with images of what Caelen meant. “We think it
will be a good learning exercise for the Trainees. I believe it originally got its name since Herald
Kiri came up with it. She’s always one for inventing crazy ways to test the trainees, but this one
has definitely become popular. The name seems to have stuck. It doesn’t hurt that one could say
it was meant to honor King Kiril as well.”Something nagged at the back of Mag’s mind, but he
couldn’t quite put his finger on it, and the thought ran away as Dallen rang in loud and clear.:Oh,
I would like that! Just think, you’ll get to compete on the fastest Companion in the city!: came an
eager comment, showing Mags that Dallen was still listening in. :We’ll be fantastic at this!:The
Herald continued, leaning forward and becoming animated as he did so, “Here’s the basic idea.
Now, we’ve done a lot of games on Companion-back in the past, but what is new about this is
that the students form teams from all three Collegia. Some will be on Companions, of course,
but some will be on horses, and then some afoot. It’s a twelve-person team, and the way we
have planned to run it is that competition can be two teams against each other, a three-way,
three goal arrangement or even four teams all in. Though for now, while we work play and rules
out, it will just be two teams against each other.”:It’ll be chaos on the field, and if I understand
Kiri’s Companion correctly, that’s sort of the idea. It’s supposed to show how well you deal with a
fight, and get you used to something like a battle without actually being in one. It’s wargames by
any other name,: noted Dallen. :That said, it should also be a lot of fun.:Mags frowned.
“Wargames?” he repeated aloud.Caelen winced visibly. “Well, that’s part of it. I can’t pretend it
isn’t, but it’s a combination of riding skill, teamwork, communication and how well you use your
Gifts in a pinch. There will be people on each team that don’t have Gifts, don’t have Mindspeech,
don’t have Companions—which is just like a battlefield. This will test and train your abilities to
put together an effective small force of all sorts of folk, setting things up so that each uses his
strengths. That said, I think it’s going to be fun, and it’s going to be something for all the students
to get involved in.”Mags’ thoughtful frown deepened. “Gifts are allowed?” he asked, pondering



how that would work.Caelen nodded vigorously. “Within reason. I think we might have issues
with someone using Firestarting to burn someone, since we don’t want actual combat as such,
but I should think most Gifts will be useful. I suspect the people with the Fetching Gift are
particularly going to be in demand for this. And those that don’t plan on a counter to it are going
to find flag and ball scored against them without the other team even moving.”Mags furrowed his
brow. “Huh. I think I see. That’s gonna to take some thinkin’ about.” Actually, it looked as if the
amount of planning was going to equal the amount of playing. Well as long as it wasn’t him
having to do the planning. . . .“Yes, it certainly is. Anyway, the riding instructors are going to be
pushing people onto the teams as I permit. We don’t want people getting onto teams that aren’t
fit for a bit of roughhousing, after all.” Caelen raised an eyebrow at him.“ ’M pretty tough, sir,”
Mags said, since he could sense Dallen’s excitement in the back of his mind, and didn’t want his
poor Companion to explode. “Reckon this’d make me a mite tougher, too, an’ that ain’t
bad.”Caelen nodded. “Once this gets well underway, I suspect that your weapon instruction
might be more focused on defending yourself from the back of a Companion as opposed to
merely on foot this year. And if what I hear about the way you ride is correct, you’re going to be a
popular pick for one of the two Heraldic positions on a team. Ordinarily I’d eliminate a first-year
Trainee just on the basis of lack of skill and experience, but you have more than enough skill to
make up for any other lack.”That startled him. The idea of being popular and wanted for
something was quite unexpected. He had never really thought of himself as excelling in anything
other than riding, which was, face it, a rather solitary occupation; oh he was good enough with
weapons, the hand to hand ones, but he wasn’t brilliant. And the riding, well, that was mostly
Dallen’s doing, and he had figured everyone knew that. He didn’t quite know what to say in
response.Caelen looked pleased at his reaction. “Didn’t think you were any good, eh? Still
worrying about not measuring up.” He gave a soft chuckle and tousled Mags’ hair. “Don’t worry
about it. And don’t stand there gawping like a fish gasping for air. Go now, off with you. And if you
change your mind about rooming up here in the main building, you let me know. All right?’Mags
closed his mouth, still blinking and tried to exit the room gracefully. He leaned against the wall
outside, feeling a little breathless.Dallen was amused. :Of course you’re a good rider. You’re on
me! Who wouldn’t be brilliant on the fastest, sleekest, most handsome Companion in all of
Valdemar?:That broke his shocked mood, of course, and made him laugh. Still laughing, he
headed on toward the dining hall.He clattered down the stairs to the main hall, and joined the
thin stream heading in the direction of food. Savory scents were already filling the hallway,
making everyone hurry. On the way, amidst a gaggle of other students, he spotted the dark, curly
hair and rust-colored uniform of his best friend Lena, herself a Bardic Trainee. He called her
name and she waved, and weaved her way through the crowd toward him.“Mags!” she greeted
him. “I’m sorry I’ve been so busy—”“You better’ve been eatin’,” he chided her. “I ain’t seen ye fer
two days!”She ducked her head, guiltily. “I’m sorry. I got caught up in a special project; it’s a four-
person performing group. And yes, we were eating; our teacher had food brought in so we could
eat while we worked. Did that history paper go over well?”He grinned at her, relieved, as she



tucked her hand into his arm and they breasted the crowd together. “Aye. It did, and thankee
kindly, miss teacher. King Tyrdel and the war of the harvests, and how after ’e died, his daughter
Elspeth made peace and expanded the borders wi’ treaties and a marriage.” He patted her hand.
“I reckon a Bard coulda tole the tale better though.”She smiled back. “Well, it sort of is our job to
be historians, Mags. Bardic talent goes hand in hand with a love of stories; and it doesn’t matter
if we make them up ourselves, nor if they are modern or from deep in history. At least so my
tutors keep telling me.”He cocked his head to the side. “Huh. I cain’t ’magine why anyone’d
haveta keep tellin’ you anythin’. You never seem t’ ever stop workin’.”“Oh they tell me plenty,” she
replied, making a face. “Like I need to quit trying to write pieces with arpeggio if I’m no good at
doing it myself. But I like arpeggio.”He squeezed her hand as they got within sight of the door of
the dining hall. “So, wha’s the answer?”She sighed. “Practice I spose. As usual. Practice seems
to be the answer to everything.”The crowd in the entrance thinned as students filed into the
dining hall and took seats for the meal. Lena started to pull Mags along.“What’s the hurry?” he
asked.“It’s roast beef tonight, and beans with bacon. There’ll be nothing left if we don’t get in
there,” she said. “Honestly, some people are just like locusts!”She was exaggerating of course,
and Mags had no fear of that. It hadn’t happened yet, and he didn’t think it was likely to in a
hurry.On the other hand, she was right about some people being like locusts. It was entirely
possible that the choicer portions would have been snapped up if they didn’t get to a seat
quickly. He increased his pace to match hers.A figure in a full Bard’s outfit stepped in front of
them, from one of the staircases that led to the upper stories. A tall and very handsome man,
with dark hair that was greying at the temples, held out his hand imperiously, forcing them to a
halt. “Ah, Trainees. Excellent. I need one of you to take this note to the King’s Own Herald. I shall
be performing for an entertainment for the King this evening, and he needs to discuss with me
which pieces would be best for the audience.” He held out a folded piece of paper.Mags
expected Lena to take it, since she was the Bardic Trainee, and this was definitely one of her
expected duties. He glanced at her, and was surprised to find her white-faced and unmoving. He
reached forward and took the paper from the man, and nodded. “I know Herald Nikolas, sir. I’ll
take it.” The Bard nodded, and turned on his heel without a further word. Mags turned to
Lena.“That was rude.” he muttered. “ ’E coulda said please at least.”Lena was staring open-
mouthed at the retreating figure. Mags looked from her to the man, curiously. “D’you know him or
summat?” he said, “Doesn’t look like he knows you too.”Lena blinked slowly and shook her head.
“He ought to have recognized me,” she said, in a strained tone of voice. “He’s my father.”Mags
stared at the note in his hand and looked at the retreating bard, nonplussed, and then back at
Lena.“But . . . ” was all he managed, looking at the shaking girl. He just couldn’t think of anything
to say.She made it easier for him—in the sense that she abandoned any pretense of
conversation when she turned and hurried back down the hallway the way they had come
without saying another word to him. He went after her, but when she broke into a sprint, that
made it quite clear that she didn’t want him around. Or, knowing Lena, anyone around.She
dashed around a corner and was gone before he reached it. He slowed to a halt, and caught his



breath, looking down the corridor, but she must have run out the door. Probably heading back to
Bardic and her room.If she was determined to be alone, he was going to have to give her that,
even though he really doubted that she should be alone right now. He gave a frustrated growl
and stared back the way he had come.Her father? But the man hadn’t recognized her! Surely
Lena’s father couldn’t have failed to recognize his own daughter. . . .He glanced back at the
vacated corridor ruefully. Lena certainly seemed to believe he could be capable of that. Her
shock had been real . . . but there hadn’t been any surprise. Just bitter unhappiness.He thumped
the wall, frustrated. Here he was, stuck between two duties, torn between going after his friend
and taking the note in his hand to Herald Nikolas.Or , a rebellious part of him said, hang the note
and go have dinner, and take the note when you’re done . . . Bards be damned. He sighed at that
thought. But this was supposed to be about something for the king. And if he didn’t deliver it in a
timely manner, that just would show that he was too stupid to be trusted with more important
matters. Definitely more trouble than he needed to have hounding him.With a second sigh to
match the first, he turned away from Lena’s direction and considered where Herald Nikolas
could be found. He eyed the entrance to the dining hall, listened to his stomach growl at the
wonderful smells coming from it, and then almost kicked himself for missing the
obvious.:Dallen? Could yer fin’ out from Rolan where Nikolas is?: and then a moment later, for
politeness’ sake, he added, :Please?:A wry chuckle came back. :And bother his high and
mightiness? Since he seems to be just fine with talking to you as well, why don’t you just ask him
yourself, hmm?:Mags was rapidly feeling irritated enough by this entire mess to do just that, but
he mentally counted to three and tried again. :Dallen, I can’ do games reet now. I got a note from
a Bard t’ take, an’ Lena says yon Bard’s her pa, an’ he didn’t recognize ’er an’ she’s mortal upset
an’ ran off. An’ it’s beef night. So you know that’s upset.::Ah. In that case . . . : There was a
pause. :He’s coming to you. Stay where you are.:Well that was easy enough; Mags relaxed a
little. Perhaps Nikolas would be able to explain what was going on. At any rate, it meant he
wasn’t going to have to run all over half the Palace and Collegia to try and find the man.The
King’s Own Herald appeared at the end of the hallway shortly, recognizable by his silver-trimmed
Whites, and Mags trotted down the long polished expanse to meet him, holding out the note.
There was a look of faint annoyance on Nikolas’ face, and once again, Mags felt himself
shrinking back in guilt. Ah bother. I went an’ interrupted him in something’, an’ now—“Wretched
Bards,” Nikolas muttered, taking the note. “Think that they stand in one place and the sun rises
and sets just to illuminate them properly. Thank you, Mags, you should never have been
bothered with this.” He read it quickly, after flashing Mags a hint of an apologetic smile. And as
he read, his brow furrowed again with exasperation. “Just as I thought. There is nothing here that
I needed to be bothered about. He could just as well—and more appropriately—have gone to
the Steward with this nonsense.”Nikolas looked as if he very much wanted to crumple up the
note and throw it away. He wasn’t angry, at least not that Mags could see, but he was clearly very
much annoyed.“I dun understand, sir,” Mags said, humbly.Nikolas shook his head, and
grimaced. “It’s a kind of status game Marchand plays every time he turns up at Court. He just



wants an excuse to make the King’s Own jump through his ornamental hoops. Conceited
popinjay that he is—he wouldn’t get away with this kind of behavior if he were less Gifted, I can
tell you that.”Mags was still puzzled. “Does havin’ a lotta Gifts make that much on a difference in
how folks’re treated?” he asked.“It shouldn’t, but it does.” Nikolas rolled up the note with
exaggerated care and slid it back and forth between his fingers. “Then there is the ‘artistic
temperament’ that Bards are supposed to have that Marchand milks like a prize heifer and which
has thus far spared him from censure. Lita has been much too indulgent with him. And I am
strongly considering seeing to it that steps are taken to give him a reprimand.”“ ’E ain’t Gifted
’nough to tell when his own youngling’s standin’ in front of him,” Mags replied, feeling much
relieved that Nikolas wasn’t annoyed at him. “ ’E looked at Lena like she was a stranger. Didn’t
e’en notice how upset she was.”“Of course he didn’t notice. He’d have to remove some of his
attention from himself for a moment,” Nikolas replied crossly. “Never mind. I’ll get this dealt with,
and I will make sure it is the last time Marchand does anything like this again, one way or
another. Mags, you properly did exactly what you were told to do. Now I want you to get some
dinner, then go to the kitchen on my authority and have someone make up a dinner basket for
Lena. You take it to her room; if she won’t let you in, and she might not, find the proctor for her
floor and tell her what happened and leave it with her. Meanwhile I’ll send a servant with a
message for Lita, and she’ll deal with Bard Tobias Marchand and Lena too.”Mags sighed with
relief. Good. He wasn’t in trouble, and Lena was going to get sorted out. And he was going to get
some dinner after all, and maybe a chance to get into that new book he’d found, if Lena was still
too upset to come out of her room. She probably would be. Over the course of the past several
moons, there was one thing he had noticed. Though girls at the mine had mostly been
indistinguishable from the boys so far as how they behaved was concerned, girls here had a
whole different set of behaviors from boys. One of them was to go lock themselves in their rooms
for candlemarks or even days when sufficiently upset. When they did that, only other girls could
get near them.Nikolas wasn’t done, though. “Also, when you’re done with Lena, I want you to
come up to my rooms. I have a little task for you.”Well, so much for the book. Oh well. Whatever it
was, it wouldn’t be trivial. Strange as it seemed, Mags was the King’s Own’s private information
source, and even sometimes a sort of spy. Books could wait. “Yessir,” he said, and waited to see
if there was anything else Nikolas wanted him for.“Well, don’t dawdle or you won’t get anything
but the crusty ends of the beef!” Nikolas said, tapping him on the top of the head with the rolled-
up message. “Get!”2WHEN Mags left the stables, he hadn’t so much as a hint of a crumb
anywhere about his person. Dallen had even made big eyes at him until he turned all his pockets
out, proving there wasn’t even a fragment of crust left. As he pulled the door closed against the
wind, he caught a glimpse of someone approaching out of the corner of his eye. He turned, and
saw an older man, a full Herald, in pristine whites, walking toward the stable door. He was
holding a half-eaten pocket pie in one hand. Mags grinned at him.“I see yer had the same idea I
had,” he announced. “Don’t let my Companion—Dallen—see ye have that, or ye might lose it.
And fingers too.”The Herald blinked in surprise, and then let out a rich mellow laugh. “Ah, you’re



Dallen’s Chosen? That would make you Mags, yes?” His cultured accent showed that he was
highborn, but he seemed quite relaxed and utterly friendly. Most of the time when Mags saw a
full Herald, unless it was a teacher, it was usually someone in a tearing hurry.Mags nodded and
smiled back, noticing that the man had curiously colored eyes, a very light gray. Silver, he would
have said, if he’d been asked to put a name to it. They looked very odd and striking with his dark
hair. Mags wondered if he could be newly assigned as a teacher—or perhaps just in from Circuit.
There were new Heralds coming and going all the time.“We’ve been hearing very good things
about you, Trainee Mags.” The Herald nodded as if to emphasize that he agreed with the
assessment. “I’m glad I had the chance to run into you. You came to the Collegium with no
expectations, and no memory of how we used to teach trainees. Are your classes going well
under the new system? Is there anything about them that you think is giving you and your fellow
Trainees trouble?”Mags gave a surprised chuckle of his own; given how many Heralds were still
against the “new system,” he was pleased to find one that seemingly wasn’t. More than that, he
was pleased to find one that was actually interested in improving the system rather than just
criticizing it. “Well, I’m not as good at figurin’ past sums as I oughtta be, I think. But I’m catchin up
with folks ’n doing pretty good wi’ history, I reckon. If I was t’ say, though, I reckon some on us,
like me, yah, but some others too, needs extree help, an’ not all on us is brass ’nuff t’ go find it.
Them highborns, they kin go to ma or pa an’ say, ‘get me a tutor, eh?’ But we cain’t. We cain’t
pay fer ’em, an mostly we kinda shy off askin’ teachers.” He pondered a moment longer. “So . . .
mebbe jest find summun’s willin’ t’ give the help an’ hev’ ’em say ’bout it in class? No hevin’ t’ ask
fer help, nor tryin’ t’ find summun willin’ t’ give it, ’cause some on us is shy ’bout askin’, or
shamed t’ admit it. Jest hev summun a-waitin’ ina room after classes. An them as needs the help
jest shews up, an’ teacher’s there t’ get ’em over the rough spots.”The older Herald nodded,
looking oddly pleased. Mags had a nagging feeling of familiarity; he was sure he’d seen this man
before somewhere. Unfortunately, he realized he was at that awkward point in the conversation
where stopping to ask a name seemed a little odd. He groaned inwardly. Proper manners were
very hard. Would it be wrong to ask now?His hesitation cost him his chance. The older Herald
smiled. “Well said, and a fine idea. I’ll have a word with the right people. I am even more pleased
now to have run into you.”Mags flushed a little. “Eh, I jest say things. Don’ mean I’m right. Jest
say things ’cause I’m too dumb t’ know I shouldn’.”The Herald laughed. “And there is a very wise
saying that only the young are unsophisticated enough to see past the mask to the truth and
brave enough to speak it aloud. I’m sure we’ll be seeing each other soon.” With that, he opened
the door and went into the stable, leaving Mags staring after him, still trying to pin down why he
was so familiar.Then he shook his head and pelted for the Collegium at a dead run, vaulting the
fence around Companions’ Field rather than taking the time to open the gate, and scrambling up
the path with his book-rucksack banging on his shoulders. Fortunately, his next class was at the
nearer end of the building; he wasn’t the last person to dash in through the door, though he was
the last to fling himself behind his desk. Still, Mags managed to arrive without being late, getting
into place mere moments before the teacher entered the classroom.The class itself took all of



his concentration, and managed to drive all thought of the odd encounter right out of his mind. It
was one of “those” maths classes, the ones where he was supposed to figure out angles and the
like. It made his head hurt, he was concentrating so hard, and feeling altogether like the
stupidest person in the class. Sums were so easy, but this . . . there were so many things he had
to keep track of.Thank goodness the next class was history. He was always ahead on history. It
was—well, not logical, exactly, because history was people, and people weren’t always logical.
But it was like stories, there was a beginning, a middle and an end.But as he was going into the
door for his last class, he was approached by a page boy and handed a piece of paper. It was a
note from Herald Caelen, the head of the Collegium, asking him if he’d come by after classes
were over for the day.His first thought, immediately, was what did I do wrong? His second was to
think back to that encounter at the stable with the Herald. What if the Herald had been offended
at his forwardness? What if he’d insulted the Herald by not addressing him by name? What if the
Herald was one of those who didn’t approve of the new system? What if he did, but was
offended by Mags’ implied criticism? His head spun, and he felt that all-too-familiar old reaction.
Back in his old life, the only reason someone in authority would want to see him would be
because he was in trouble or that someone was looking for a scapegoat to punish.He reminded
himself that he wasn’t in his old life. He’d never had that sort of thing happen to him here.But it
was hard to break his old ways of thought. He could all too easily imagine a hundred things he
would have done or said wrong. As he worried them all through, the class dragged along.He
tried to reason with himself. Maybe Caelen wanted to see him for a good reason rather than a
bad one. Probably Caelen wanted to see him for a good reason. Maybe that Herald had told
Caelen he had a good idea, and Caelen wanted to ask him about it. Finally he managed to
convince himself that this was the most probable—a sign that at least, if he had not overcome
his instinctive reactions, he could finally reason his way past them.Regardless, everything about
the impending meeting kept him distracted during a lesson that was not one of his best subjects.
This was the language class, and language, with all of its rules about grammar and spelling—
made no sense to him. Nothing about it was logical, and just when he thought he’d gotten a rule
straight in his head, it all went out with some exception or other. And as for his spelling, well, it
was . . . creative.This generally made for a long lesson at the best of times, and being
preoccupied made it longer.At last the teacher dismissed them, though unfortunately with a
writing assignment. Just what he needed, with his head all of a muddle. Mags wondered if Lena
would help him put it together, and then wondered if he was going to be too busy trying to make
up for what he’d done wrong to ask her.Once again, his mood dropped, and he had convinced
himself that he was in trouble. He pulled his books together into his shoulder bag, suddenly
wishing the lesson had been even longer. What could Caelen want?As he walked along the
corridor, feeling as if he was under a dark cloud, and wondering if he should pretend he never
gotten the note, he felt a familiar presence in the back of his head. :It’s probably not bad, you
know,: his Companion assured him, :I would have warned you if I’d seen you doing anything that
was that bad. But you aren’t going to find out unless you go.: There was an amused chuckle. :No



matter what, you’ll muddle through. Besides, how do you know Caelen isn’t going to thank you
for coming up with a good idea?:That was enough to lift his mood, at least a little. And give him
enough courage to head for Caelen’s office and knock tentatively on the door.“Come in,” called
Caelen through the door.Mags pushed it open. The block-like Herald was, as usual, rather
buried in things on his desk. There were sheafs of papers stacked precariously around him, and
it was impossible to tell which were things he was done with and which he had yet to work on.
Mags blinked owlishly at the piles. How did Caelen ever get through all the work that was piled
on him? Every time he thought that he was piled high with work, he would get a glimpse of what
Caelen faced, and know that the work of a Trainee was nothing.Caelen looked up and gave
Mags a warm smile, and then followed his gaze, and made a wry face. “Budgeting,” he sighed.
He waved vaguely at the piles. “I have to account for every penny spent in Herald’s Collegium,
and my procrastination has come back to bite me. Again.” He stabbed a finger at the paper in
front of me. “It doesn’t help that I have no idea sometimes what I’m signing for. Here it says we
ordered a bale of dried marrow root.” He rolled his eyes. “I have no idea what marrow root is, or,
since this order is missing half of its information, where it came from. And yet, I have to sign to
say it’s justified. And if someone comes to ask me what in heaven’s name I was thinking when I
signed for it, I will be sitting here looking like a fool.”Mags peered at the paper. “Bear would
prob’ly know,” he suggested, trying to be helpful.Caelen laughed. “Well, since he’s the one that
put in the request for it, I sincerely hope so. I gather it is something that he feels would do you lot
good in the winter.” He put aside the piece of paper, and looked Mags over. “You’re growing,” he
noted, nodding approvingly. “It’s good to see you filling out, considering the size you were when
you arrived. I won’t say you were the smallest Trainee we have ever had, but you were certainly
the thinnest, and certainly the shortest for your age.”Mags looked down at himself. “Can’ really
help it,” he said, shrugging. “Sorta happens all by itself.”The Herald rubbed his greying temples.
“I suppose it does,” he replied with a nod. “Well, that brings me to the reason I brought you up
here. I was reminded today that you are in a room that is usually used for the grooms that care
for the Companions, and I thought, now our building work was getting closer to completion that
you might like one of the newly built rooms that are free. It would get you out of the stables and in
with the other trainees.”Mags was shocked, and his jaw dropped. “Move away from Dallen?” he
asked, aghast.Caelen gave a chuckle. “I can see, if you put it like that, that it would be a wrench.
But it would stop you from standing out as . . .” he gave a wry smile, “the Trainee that we stuck off
in the stable.”“How’s that bad?” Mags asked, adding as an afterthought, “Sir? Not like it bothers
me.”“You’ll recall that bit of an altercation over you being there in the first place,” Caellen said
with a grimace. “You know already that there are many of the adults who would be certain any
boy out in a room alone far from adult supervision is certainly up to no good, Trainee or not.”Well
of all the things he’d heard here, that took the prize for making no sense. “But I got ’dult
supervision!” Mags protested. “Companions! Bunches on ’em! If I was t’ get t’ jiggerypokery, ye
know they’d be callin’ in t’ their Chosen!” He could just imagine it, too. Say, purloining a couple of
bottles of wine to try out what being drunk was like. He’d not get two cups into the first bottle



before half the Collegium, including all the teachers, would be at his door. And he didn’t even
want to think about what would happen if he was up to anything worse than that. And what
Dallen would say to him—he’d rather be whipped.Caelen shrugged. “You have a very good point
about the supervision. Well, if that is how you really feel, I won’t make you move. I thought a boy
your age would be a little worried about how the others might think of him. It might be thought a
little odd to be down there all alone. People are very likely to wonder why you are there, if there is
something, that makes you antisocial, or if—oh, say for example, your Mindspeech is less than
controlled, and we are keeping you apart from the others to prevent problems from it. Or as if you
are some sort of pariah, and we want to keep you away from the others to keep you from
contaminating them.”Mags shook his head. “If’n I can stay, I want to,” he stated firmly. “It ain’t like
I’m in the way. It’s the warm end o’ the stables, ’n I think the Companions like me being there. If
somethin’ was t’ happen, I’d be right there, ’fore even someun’s Chosen could or one’a the
grooms, ’cause the Chosen ’d haveta run down from Collegium an’ Dallen’d wake me afore a
groom knew there was aught wrong. I dun mind bein’ alone; I’d druther, actually. It’s quiet. Easy t’
study. Easy t’ sleep, ain’t no one larkin’ about an’ makin’ noise. I never had no privacy afore,
an’ . . . an’ I like bein’ where no one kin bother me. An’ I definit’ly like being next t’ Dallen.”“Well. I
suppose if you feel that strongly about it.” Caelen sighed. “I suppose it can’t hurt to have
someone in the stable as we come toward foaling season anyway. The Companions usually
keep everyone aware of when foaling is likely, but once in a while it’s a surprise.” He cocked his
head and looked Mags over. “I reckon you’ll be able to keep a level head in an emergency—and
of course, the Companions will help. Even though Dallen is a jokester, he’s solid in a crisis, I
understand.”Mags grinned with relief—and a little at hearing Dallen described as a “jokester.”
Evidently his “tweaking of Rolan’s tail” had gotten around. “Aye, sir. That I reckon ’e is.”Caelan
blinked. “You know—you are a little young for this, but something just occurred to me. I’ve
something I’d like you to consider adding to your lessons. It’s a good thought, actually, and
something that will . . . get you working with some of the other Trainees a good bit more.”:He
means he thinks you need to be socialized,: Dallen said wryly. :He thinks you ought to be
running about with a herd. That’s all right, he means well. And perhaps whatever it is he just
thought of will be fun. You have been sorely missing out on fun.:Caelan carried on, oblivious to
Dallen’s comments; well, after all, he couldn’t hear them. Companions rarely Mindspoke to
anyone but their Chosen. It was unusual that Rolan had let Mags hear his sarcastic remarks to
Dallen. “You and Dallen have an exceptionally close bond—I’m told your Mindspeech is
remarkably strong. According to your records you and Dallen are also two of the leaders in the
riding lessons. Those two things would make you a pair of ideal candidates for what I have in
mind.” The older Herald grinned like a young boy. “Think you’d be up to being part of a Kirball
team?”Mags frowned. “Kirball?” He’d heard the term bandied about, mostly during meals, but
hadn’t really gotten any notion of what it meant besides that it was some sort of game. A brand
new game, one that several of the Heralds themselves were devising for the Trainees—but Mags
had no idea what was involved. Well, other than the fact that, judging by the exuberant hand-



gestures and pantomime, it was probably going to be very exciting for those who were in it.“It’s a
new game that the Heralds are trying on the students this year. They are rebuilding the obstacle
course out in the field and running it over that. It’s part goal scoring, part capture-the-flag and
part team building.” Caelen was oblivious to the fact that none of this meant anything to Mags;
fortunately, Dallen quickly provided his Chosen with images of what Caelen meant. “We think it
will be a good learning exercise for the Trainees. I believe it originally got its name since Herald
Kiri came up with it. She’s always one for inventing crazy ways to test the trainees, but this one
has definitely become popular. The name seems to have stuck. It doesn’t hurt that one could say
it was meant to honor King Kiril as well.”Something nagged at the back of Mag’s mind, but he
couldn’t quite put his finger on it, and the thought ran away as Dallen rang in loud and clear.:Oh,
I would like that! Just think, you’ll get to compete on the fastest Companion in the city!: came an
eager comment, showing Mags that Dallen was still listening in. :We’ll be fantastic at this!:The
Herald continued, leaning forward and becoming animated as he did so, “Here’s the basic idea.
Now, we’ve done a lot of games on Companion-back in the past, but what is new about this is
that the students form teams from all three Collegia. Some will be on Companions, of course,
but some will be on horses, and then some afoot. It’s a twelve-person team, and the way we
have planned to run it is that competition can be two teams against each other, a three-way,
three goal arrangement or even four teams all in. Though for now, while we work play and rules
out, it will just be two teams against each other.”:It’ll be chaos on the field, and if I understand
Kiri’s Companion correctly, that’s sort of the idea. It’s supposed to show how well you deal with a
fight, and get you used to something like a battle without actually being in one. It’s wargames by
any other name,: noted Dallen. :That said, it should also be a lot of fun.:Mags frowned.
“Wargames?” he repeated aloud.Caelen winced visibly. “Well, that’s part of it. I can’t pretend it
isn’t, but it’s a combination of riding skill, teamwork, communication and how well you use your
Gifts in a pinch. There will be people on each team that don’t have Gifts, don’t have Mindspeech,
don’t have Companions—which is just like a battlefield. This will test and train your abilities to
put together an effective small force of all sorts of folk, setting things up so that each uses his
strengths. That said, I think it’s going to be fun, and it’s going to be something for all the students
to get involved in.”Mags’ thoughtful frown deepened. “Gifts are allowed?” he asked, pondering
how that would work.Caelen nodded vigorously. “Within reason. I think we might have issues
with someone using Firestarting to burn someone, since we don’t want actual combat as such,
but I should think most Gifts will be useful. I suspect the people with the Fetching Gift are
particularly going to be in demand for this. And those that don’t plan on a counter to it are going
to find flag and ball scored against them without the other team even moving.”Mags furrowed his
brow. “Huh. I think I see. That’s gonna to take some thinkin’ about.” Actually, it looked as if the
amount of planning was going to equal the amount of playing. Well as long as it wasn’t him
having to do the planning. . . .“Yes, it certainly is. Anyway, the riding instructors are going to be
pushing people onto the teams as I permit. We don’t want people getting onto teams that aren’t
fit for a bit of roughhousing, after all.” Caelen raised an eyebrow at him.“ ’M pretty tough, sir,”



Mags said, since he could sense Dallen’s excitement in the back of his mind, and didn’t want his
poor Companion to explode. “Reckon this’d make me a mite tougher, too, an’ that ain’t
bad.”Caelen nodded. “Once this gets well underway, I suspect that your weapon instruction
might be more focused on defending yourself from the back of a Companion as opposed to
merely on foot this year. And if what I hear about the way you ride is correct, you’re going to be a
popular pick for one of the two Heraldic positions on a team. Ordinarily I’d eliminate a first-year
Trainee just on the basis of lack of skill and experience, but you have more than enough skill to
make up for any other lack.”That startled him. The idea of being popular and wanted for
something was quite unexpected. He had never really thought of himself as excelling in anything
other than riding, which was, face it, a rather solitary occupation; oh he was good enough with
weapons, the hand to hand ones, but he wasn’t brilliant. And the riding, well, that was mostly
Dallen’s doing, and he had figured everyone knew that. He didn’t quite know what to say in
response.Caelen looked pleased at his reaction. “Didn’t think you were any good, eh? Still
worrying about not measuring up.” He gave a soft chuckle and tousled Mags’ hair. “Don’t worry
about it. And don’t stand there gawping like a fish gasping for air. Go now, off with you. And if you
change your mind about rooming up here in the main building, you let me know. All right?’Mags
closed his mouth, still blinking and tried to exit the room gracefully. He leaned against the wall
outside, feeling a little breathless.Dallen was amused. :Of course you’re a good rider. You’re on
me! Who wouldn’t be brilliant on the fastest, sleekest, most handsome Companion in all of
Valdemar?:That broke his shocked mood, of course, and made him laugh. Still laughing, he
headed on toward the dining hall.He clattered down the stairs to the main hall, and joined the
thin stream heading in the direction of food. Savory scents were already filling the hallway,
making everyone hurry. On the way, amidst a gaggle of other students, he spotted the dark, curly
hair and rust-colored uniform of his best friend Lena, herself a Bardic Trainee. He called her
name and she waved, and weaved her way through the crowd toward him.“Mags!” she greeted
him. “I’m sorry I’ve been so busy—”“You better’ve been eatin’,” he chided her. “I ain’t seen ye fer
two days!”She ducked her head, guiltily. “I’m sorry. I got caught up in a special project; it’s a four-
person performing group. And yes, we were eating; our teacher had food brought in so we could
eat while we worked. Did that history paper go over well?”He grinned at her, relieved, as she
tucked her hand into his arm and they breasted the crowd together. “Aye. It did, and thankee
kindly, miss teacher. King Tyrdel and the war of the harvests, and how after ’e died, his daughter
Elspeth made peace and expanded the borders wi’ treaties and a marriage.” He patted her hand.
“I reckon a Bard coulda tole the tale better though.”She smiled back. “Well, it sort of is our job to
be historians, Mags. Bardic talent goes hand in hand with a love of stories; and it doesn’t matter
if we make them up ourselves, nor if they are modern or from deep in history. At least so my
tutors keep telling me.”He cocked his head to the side. “Huh. I cain’t ’magine why anyone’d
haveta keep tellin’ you anythin’. You never seem t’ ever stop workin’.”“Oh they tell me plenty,” she
replied, making a face. “Like I need to quit trying to write pieces with arpeggio if I’m no good at
doing it myself. But I like arpeggio.”He squeezed her hand as they got within sight of the door of



the dining hall. “So, wha’s the answer?”She sighed. “Practice I spose. As usual. Practice seems
to be the answer to everything.”The crowd in the entrance thinned as students filed into the
dining hall and took seats for the meal. Lena started to pull Mags along.“What’s the hurry?” he
asked.“It’s roast beef tonight, and beans with bacon. There’ll be nothing left if we don’t get in
there,” she said. “Honestly, some people are just like locusts!”She was exaggerating of course,
and Mags had no fear of that. It hadn’t happened yet, and he didn’t think it was likely to in a
hurry.On the other hand, she was right about some people being like locusts. It was entirely
possible that the choicer portions would have been snapped up if they didn’t get to a seat
quickly. He increased his pace to match hers.A figure in a full Bard’s outfit stepped in front of
them, from one of the staircases that led to the upper stories. A tall and very handsome man,
with dark hair that was greying at the temples, held out his hand imperiously, forcing them to a
halt. “Ah, Trainees. Excellent. I need one of you to take this note to the King’s Own Herald. I shall
be performing for an entertainment for the King this evening, and he needs to discuss with me
which pieces would be best for the audience.” He held out a folded piece of paper.Mags
expected Lena to take it, since she was the Bardic Trainee, and this was definitely one of her
expected duties. He glanced at her, and was surprised to find her white-faced and unmoving. He
reached forward and took the paper from the man, and nodded. “I know Herald Nikolas, sir. I’ll
take it.” The Bard nodded, and turned on his heel without a further word. Mags turned to
Lena.“That was rude.” he muttered. “ ’E coulda said please at least.”Lena was staring open-
mouthed at the retreating figure. Mags looked from her to the man, curiously. “D’you know him or
summat?” he said, “Doesn’t look like he knows you too.”Lena blinked slowly and shook her head.
“He ought to have recognized me,” she said, in a strained tone of voice. “He’s my father.”Mags
stared at the note in his hand and looked at the retreating bard, nonplussed, and then back at
Lena.“But . . . ” was all he managed, looking at the shaking girl. He just couldn’t think of anything
to say.She made it easier for him—in the sense that she abandoned any pretense of
conversation when she turned and hurried back down the hallway the way they had come
without saying another word to him. He went after her, but when she broke into a sprint, that
made it quite clear that she didn’t want him around. Or, knowing Lena, anyone around.She
dashed around a corner and was gone before he reached it. He slowed to a halt, and caught his
breath, looking down the corridor, but she must have run out the door. Probably heading back to
Bardic and her room.If she was determined to be alone, he was going to have to give her that,
even though he really doubted that she should be alone right now. He gave a frustrated growl
and stared back the way he had come.Her father? But the man hadn’t recognized her! Surely
Lena’s father couldn’t have failed to recognize his own daughter. . . .He glanced back at the
vacated corridor ruefully. Lena certainly seemed to believe he could be capable of that. Her
shock had been real . . . but there hadn’t been any surprise. Just bitter unhappiness.He thumped
the wall, frustrated. Here he was, stuck between two duties, torn between going after his friend
and taking the note in his hand to Herald Nikolas.Or , a rebellious part of him said, hang the note
and go have dinner, and take the note when you’re done . . . Bards be damned. He sighed at that



thought. But this was supposed to be about something for the king. And if he didn’t deliver it in a
timely manner, that just would show that he was too stupid to be trusted with more important
matters. Definitely more trouble than he needed to have hounding him.With a second sigh to
match the first, he turned away from Lena’s direction and considered where Herald Nikolas
could be found. He eyed the entrance to the dining hall, listened to his stomach growl at the
wonderful smells coming from it, and then almost kicked himself for missing the
obvious.:Dallen? Could yer fin’ out from Rolan where Nikolas is?: and then a moment later, for
politeness’ sake, he added, :Please?:A wry chuckle came back. :And bother his high and
mightiness? Since he seems to be just fine with talking to you as well, why don’t you just ask him
yourself, hmm?:Mags was rapidly feeling irritated enough by this entire mess to do just that, but
he mentally counted to three and tried again. :Dallen, I can’ do games reet now. I got a note from
a Bard t’ take, an’ Lena says yon Bard’s her pa, an’ he didn’t recognize ’er an’ she’s mortal upset
an’ ran off. An’ it’s beef night. So you know that’s upset.::Ah. In that case . . . : There was a
pause. :He’s coming to you. Stay where you are.:Well that was easy enough; Mags relaxed a
little. Perhaps Nikolas would be able to explain what was going on. At any rate, it meant he
wasn’t going to have to run all over half the Palace and Collegia to try and find the man.The
King’s Own Herald appeared at the end of the hallway shortly, recognizable by his silver-trimmed
Whites, and Mags trotted down the long polished expanse to meet him, holding out the note.
There was a look of faint annoyance on Nikolas’ face, and once again, Mags felt himself
shrinking back in guilt. Ah bother. I went an’ interrupted him in something’, an’ now—“Wretched
Bards,” Nikolas muttered, taking the note. “Think that they stand in one place and the sun rises
and sets just to illuminate them properly. Thank you, Mags, you should never have been
bothered with this.” He read it quickly, after flashing Mags a hint of an apologetic smile. And as
he read, his brow furrowed again with exasperation. “Just as I thought. There is nothing here that
I needed to be bothered about. He could just as well—and more appropriately—have gone to
the Steward with this nonsense.”Nikolas looked as if he very much wanted to crumple up the
note and throw it away. He wasn’t angry, at least not that Mags could see, but he was clearly very
much annoyed.“I dun understand, sir,” Mags said, humbly.Nikolas shook his head, and
grimaced. “It’s a kind of status game Marchand plays every time he turns up at Court. He just
wants an excuse to make the King’s Own jump through his ornamental hoops. Conceited
popinjay that he is—he wouldn’t get away with this kind of behavior if he were less Gifted, I can
tell you that.”Mags was still puzzled. “Does havin’ a lotta Gifts make that much on a difference in
how folks’re treated?” he asked.“It shouldn’t, but it does.” Nikolas rolled up the note with
exaggerated care and slid it back and forth between his fingers. “Then there is the ‘artistic
temperament’ that Bards are supposed to have that Marchand milks like a prize heifer and which
has thus far spared him from censure. Lita has been much too indulgent with him. And I am
strongly considering seeing to it that steps are taken to give him a reprimand.”“ ’E ain’t Gifted
’nough to tell when his own youngling’s standin’ in front of him,” Mags replied, feeling much
relieved that Nikolas wasn’t annoyed at him. “ ’E looked at Lena like she was a stranger. Didn’t



e’en notice how upset she was.”“Of course he didn’t notice. He’d have to remove some of his
attention from himself for a moment,” Nikolas replied crossly. “Never mind. I’ll get this dealt with,
and I will make sure it is the last time Marchand does anything like this again, one way or
another. Mags, you properly did exactly what you were told to do. Now I want you to get some
dinner, then go to the kitchen on my authority and have someone make up a dinner basket for
Lena. You take it to her room; if she won’t let you in, and she might not, find the proctor for her
floor and tell her what happened and leave it with her. Meanwhile I’ll send a servant with a
message for Lita, and she’ll deal with Bard Tobias Marchand and Lena too.”Mags sighed with
relief. Good. He wasn’t in trouble, and Lena was going to get sorted out. And he was going to get
some dinner after all, and maybe a chance to get into that new book he’d found, if Lena was still
too upset to come out of her room. She probably would be. Over the course of the past several
moons, there was one thing he had noticed. Though girls at the mine had mostly been
indistinguishable from the boys so far as how they behaved was concerned, girls here had a
whole different set of behaviors from boys. One of them was to go lock themselves in their rooms
for candlemarks or even days when sufficiently upset. When they did that, only other girls could
get near them.Nikolas wasn’t done, though. “Also, when you’re done with Lena, I want you to
come up to my rooms. I have a little task for you.”Well, so much for the book. Oh well. Whatever it
was, it wouldn’t be trivial. Strange as it seemed, Mags was the King’s Own’s private information
source, and even sometimes a sort of spy. Books could wait. “Yessir,” he said, and waited to see
if there was anything else Nikolas wanted him for.“Well, don’t dawdle or you won’t get anything
but the crusty ends of the beef!” Nikolas said, tapping him on the top of the head with the rolled-
up message. “Get!”
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Cynthia H. Grossman, “Valdemar. Mags is a Herald Trainee. He does not know how to act with
the other trainees, and is solitary. Other trainees sort of know about Mags background and think
Mags is stupid. Mags only friends are Bear, a Healer Trainee, and Lena, a Bard Trainee--both
loners like Mags.Mags has been 'recognized' by foreign assassins fleeing the court, causing
suspicion among the fellow students and some of his teachers.Mags wants information about
his parents. To that end, Lena and Bear help him search the Guard Archives. They find where
the bandits were defeated by the Guard, and that a couple with a small child were prisoners of
the bandits. Regrettably, Mags parents were killed by the bandits. The survivors of the raid told
the Guard that Mags parents spoke a language that no understood or recognized.A very good
story.”

CTMouse7791, “Another Great Set Up. This book follows in a long line of wonderful set ups that
may become more popular than the conclusion (ex. The Two Towers, The Empire Strikes Back).
This book brings the characters to a three dimensional life. You see where attitudes come from
and how friends can get bad and turn on each other. While most of us know friends do fight and
then they make up, Mags doesn't have the background to know this. How he handles it is,in my
opinion, gut wrenching and anyone who has been on the outside looking in gets a really big
reminder of that time and feeling.This is not a stand alone book; you do need to read
Foundations first. There are other reviews that sugges you wait until book 3 comes out before
reading book 2. Not a bad idea! Once you finish Intrigues you will be chomping at the bit for the
final installment. Hopefully we don't have to wait a year and a half for the next book!Mercades
Lackey and Larry Dixon are amazing! How they continue to create new scenarios to remain in
Valdemar without tripping over themselves or making the stories silly is wonderful. Must admit I
wouldn't mind something that gives follow up to the Winds and Storm trilogies, as well as the
Owl trilogy.Only real negative I have with this is there could be a little bit more filling out of
Temper and an answer to what happens with Lunatic.This is a great series to give someone who
is just venturing into the fantasy world. There is a small bit of the magic and the "extras" that
make up the fantasy genre to entice new readers, but there is a lot of the "everyday" that readers
get from regular fiction. I think this series is a wonderful bridge between the two.As I mentioned
before, this is a wonderful set up novel. It fills out the characters from Foundations; it moves
them and the sub plots further along the line and it gives small hints that leave you in great
expectations of Book 3. If Book 3 reads like 1 and 2 have, this will become a favorite trilogy
among all the wonderful books of Valdemar!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Good book and I have most of the series. I checked out the book and at
least there as no torn page like the last one. I love reading about this series. I started out with
Magic Price and started out from there. Got the first books about the Mage wars and now have



the first book on how the land  started”

Renter, “Luck in the Shadows. Book Two of the Collegium Chronicles picks up with Mags
rounding out his first year of training by joining a team for a new war-training game as he studies
spycraft from Herald Nicholas, moons over Nicholas's daughter, and becomes an object of
suspicion when the ForeSeers get some alarming visions. Thematically, it's putting Mags in a
similar predicament to Harry Potter in The Chamber of Secrets. I've said it before and I'll say it
again: a lot of the Valdemar novels are comfort food reading. That's because the hero will always
go through a season in hell before being vindicated. It's a story trope that also made the early
Harry Potter novels comforting, and I'm not just blathering nonsense. The comparisons between
the two series are rather obvious, none moreso than with the introduction of Kirball into the
Collegium Chronicles. The games provide some of the more exciting scenes in this second
entry. I'll happily handwave the fact that Elspeth never mentioned the game with the notion that it
must have fallen out of favor before her time. I'm less willing to handwave the sudden
introduction of village football leagues, since Vanyel never mentioned them and if they were
really as popular as Amily says then that would surely have been on Vanyel's list of things he
was excluded from on the holding. But that is a minor quibble on a book that is otherwise very
entertaining, in spite of a rather slow start. Lackey often introduces the character in the middle of
a mundane activity. This tactic works very well when the character's mind is at odds with the
domesticity of the activity, less so when the mind and activity are equally contented as is the
case here. No worries, the story picks up speed and becomes as compulsively readable as just
about anything she's done before. The highlight in my mind actually has less influence from the
Harry Potter series and much more from Lynn Flewelling's work, and it's a welcome influence.
It's strongest at the climax of the novel. I hope there is more in this vein in store for the rest of the
series and I have already picked up Book Three.”

J Webb, “A cracking good read.. Love this book. Like the rest in the series and the Herald Spy
books that follow, this book is well written and thought out and a real joy to read. Only complaint
is that the publisher has once again let the author down by employing substandard proof
readers. There are a few minor inconsistencies that should have been addressed before
publishing but these don't detract in any way from the enjoyment of the read. Another triumph for
the author.”

B. Siviter, “A story we all can relate to. I love the Valdemar tales, the Companions...In this story,
Mags faces crippling self doubt as we all so often do.I love Lackey's ability to weave storylines,
to touch the current story with flowers grown from seeds planted in previous ones...this story
can't stand alone from the series, but it's a good read with a good mystery...I'd write more but
book three awaits!!”



Jennine, “Mags rules!!. a very good book in the collegium series. The problems facing a young
man training to be something other than a normal person whilst at the same time trying to work
out his past and help his friends makes a good read with excitement and a little drama. I can't
wait to get the next two books. My friend's grandchildren are also waiting to read them as they
are now hooked on the story of Mags”

ECT, “Enjoyable and tantalising. This book continues the story of Mags, who we first met in
Foundation, and although it answers quite a few questions it raises just as many. The writing is,
as ever, absorbing, drawing you into the world of Valdemar and its inhabitants, leaving you
waiting to be able to get the next book and continue with the storyline.This is definitely a must
have addition to the shelves of those who enjoy the ever growing world of the Heralds.”

Betty la Boop, “Well developed from book 1. Couldn't wait to start this book (the joys of Kindle,
just move right along) and I was not disappointed with the way the story line developed and the
characters were given greater dimension. You have individuals that you are rooting for and
those you would like to give a swift kick to (if you are a violent person)”
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